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Question One fails, and
Waterville mayor reelected
By STEVEN WEINBERG
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Last Tuesday 's election showed
statewide support for homosexual
anti-discrimination measures and
Waterville's incumbentmayor Paul
LePage (R). The contest also
decided a host of bond issues,
Waterville's endorsement of its
new city charter and the election of
first-year Henry Beck to the
Waterville City Council.
Question 1, the ballot issue asking to repeal last spring's Maine
Human Rights Act that extended
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"But you^ll see

sroirps of freshmen wandering around
looking ibr parties on weekends when
nobody has invited them," she added.
Malfcin said that she had no problem
-with underclassmen coming to the
ap ar tments f or par ties, as long as they
do not cause damage or other problems
for the residents. "Ifs fine for them to
come as long as tbey stop breaking
things. Ijust don't want to be punished
f o rwhat other peopl e are doing," she
said.
Duchaime felt it was impossible to
assign Hie blame to just one group. "If
I knew who was causing die damage,
-we would not have any.I would never
say it is just people in the apar tments,
just seniors, off campus or any other
group I could name. I think it depends
on the act,"" she saidL
Malkin said that bringing Security
to the apartments more often probably
¦will not help die situation much either,
because "unless they happen to be
walking by al the right time they
aren't going to stop anything."
Ducharme echoed that sentiment: "I
am not sure that added security would
help all that much because I do not
know that their rounds would f ind any

Dorm damage
can only be prevented by
everyone taking
an active role in
the apartments
and pushing for
a real community with responsibility.
Devon Ducharme '06

Alfond Facility Manager

more probl ems than mine d p as I walk
through,the balls or any other resident
If they happen to come across someone in the act or about to be, then yes
it would [help the fix the problem]."
In the f all of 2004, each resident of
the apartments paid SI 1.77 in damage,
and in the spring of 2005 they paid
S14.97 , according to the Dean of
Students Housing website.

Extra energy costs expected to be one million dollars
Currently, ihe College is pa3'ing
By £2flHSESES2fiE y
S6S.50 per barr el of hea ting oil, an
R3TJ33 EDrTQH
inn-ease.of roughly S25 from last year,
when Colby paid S4L80 per barrel f or
"EBe CcIllegEus leKperrimg ihs *ri3 anil tthe 25,400 barrels that -were purrfwirrHr y i?r«ffn: rrn rm-rr^ireeIhy rnn ¦.pgfi- ichassd.
rmTTT~fl SH fnt
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Electricity prices.have also gone up
mxEhmuufis iiKsasKss im t&e pnce *of ibis year. Last year, the College paid
.'SiOBl per ikilowart-hour of electricity
emsnjK.
S-finni' tacurs Ihrae laontrihuisil rto for ihe 33,169,000 hours it purchased.
riaura; emsnT*' dsas. (Obviously, ithe Tills3'ear, they are curren tly paying
umriinmsE than. Sirt tfhe (Gulf (GnnKi ^ear- S.Q335.
liiar tfiiit fiili liune ihuii rfhe mast idmminFacing such a drastic increase in
vc amfl iimmaiiinff iimpiint iim lanenry icnsts, Ihe College has considered takprTir.i% aimirim^fl , Sinn and Kmnna ing many energy-reducing measures.
diirmijTii'.fl mr auniL C?C mil uinii mimrail TThe College has talked lo major eneron
gus onlling bjee amil jpnuiurang ip'lm- ^ry-cnnsuming areas
campus,
innna;, wihidh iis liiaing 'b'iliKd iby tihs including Diriina Services and the
GESL EfcrjuEtnisnt <rtf Energy oib Jtf he Physiou Plant Department, about the
aniHC aiinrirluaini Ililpw ao tfhe !LLS. possibility >of reducing energy usage.
giitinilauni amfl maiurul ^cus iindumries
As many students have suspec ted ,
im Kmam nmnnaw;.'*'
ithe school ihas discussed lowering the
Ekwcuus, umerry [prices Shod 'been average temperature in dorms.
am die cine Ihiffnrr tthe [hurricanes lhit, 3-lowever, as of yet no such ac tion has
aiaarciitiuj an [Rutdiiiu C. Murpbv, 'been taken, tnor is it expected to be. "1
diixanuir aif ttiit Khviiiai] iP.hmt Both [know ihere have been rumors that the
fffffl aii!until (tihsscidiry [prices Ihud risen :schoril [has lowered the heat in the
iin Dsmtu y z a ,saiue
. iin tpnn an Rowing *ilonm," Murphy said. "But we
dismunll tfar iiinth trill omd *iilenridity 'haven"'.
!"As in years past,the set temlaruniLiil wiifb Ilnw .iguiTe production perature remains 6S degrees. Murphy
camuairy a/fC'iil fftrnihicnu ; Ej ;p:irting £Kplainedlhat in order for the College
Ciiumniej; . TEhe Clsiutjiie Ihnil Appealed lo see significant fiscal benefits, the
tana^iv tniHiffi vwmiUl mine Ibis year, lemperature would have to be lowered
tthiuujb "nil) uinr <aiiiild Ihuve :Heen rthis; three -or four degrees, which the
[tlie: lilnimuiii; giriue iiiicreuse (due ao College would like to avoid.
!lur=iaiii£»iiicitimii(ri.'"
While no one would argue tha t the
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additional financial burden is not signif ican t, Vice
President
For
Administration and Treasurer Doug
Terp put the number in perspective,
saying that the million dollars represents about one percent of the Colby
operating budget of SI07 million.
Built into that budget is a contingency
fund of around SI million; though the
College is facing additional costs in
some areas , it is also having lowerthan-expected expenses in other areas.
There are no p lans to cut student lif e
programs , and there will be no
increase in tuition in the form of a surcharge. However, "Looking for-

ward...this is a baseline pressure on
the bud get for next year and the years
t o come,"Terp said.
There are many simp le things stu-

dents can do to conserve energy,

including common-sense habits like
turning off li ghts when leaving your
room. The Colby Environmental

Advisory Group off ers ideas on basic

conservation measures on its website,
http:/Avww.colby.edu/eag/pag/pagenergy.html, which was highlighted by
President William D. Adams in his
most recent FSI: For Student
Information e-mail newsletter.

Energy Conservation Tips f romthe
Environmental Advisory Group:
Lights: Consider buying compact fluorescent bulbs when you replace
your incandescent bulbs in your personal lamps. When leaving the room,
turn your lights off. Open the blinds during the day to capitalize on available natural light .

Heat: Don't open your windows to control the temperature. This sim-

ply releaseothc tnei^y generated by the heaters and activates the negative
feedback loop that causes more heat to be released.
Water: Often , apparen tly 'leaky' faucets simply haven 't been turned
off completely—double check to make sure you have turned off the water

after use. Be conscious of water consumption—avoid running the water
while brushing your teeth, washing and shaving and Jake shorter showers.
intp^,TW/iCon»i«a/CAa,TK\jt wj;u;fCKimA.

To pee or not to
pee, A True Tale
on Page 5.

Take a closer look
at the U.S. and
China In the 21st
century on Page 3.
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I am very very
pleased to be
able to say that
I am Waterville's
last strong
mayor and the
first weak
mayor.
Paul LePage

Mayor,C'rty of Waterville

discrimination protection based
upon one's sexuality failed by a

measure of around 55 to 44 percent It is the third time in the past

decade a similar ref erendum has
come to Maine voters and the f irst

time it has been defeated.
Groups f or the act 's repeal have
already expressed plans to move
their efforts towards what they see
as the p lace where the anti-discrimination ac t will likely lead: the
legalization of same-sex marriage.
Michael Heath of the Christian
Civic League announced at an
Augusta news conference Nov. 9
that his oiganization is beginning a
campaign for a constitutional
amendment banning same-sex marriage in Maine. Heath was at the
College Wednesday, Nov. 2 debating Ted O'Meara of Maine Won't
Discriminate over Question 1 and
expressed similar qualms about the

votes in its favor. Its main changes

will minimizethe role of the mayor
to more of a f igurehead role within

city government and a diminished
role on city council. It also elevates
f ormer City Administra tor Mike
Roy, a Colby graduate class of'77,
to a more active role as city manager.
On his now diminished rol e,
LePage said , with a bit of humor, "I
am very very pleased to be able to
say tha t I am Waterville's last
strong mayor and the f irst weak
mayor."
Running unopposed , Beck won
his seat represen ting Ward 2 with
little difficulty. Despite the nearly
impossible specter of losing, the

young politician still canvassed

defeated his challenger City
Councilman Donald Dufour (D) by

much of his district throughout
Election Day and greeted voters at
the city 's polls.
"I was just so glad that the voters in my ward gave me the opportunity to serve," Beck said,

The mayor said in a Nov. 15
interview that the election showed
that Waterville citizens "decided
we were on the right track and
elected me again to keep it going."
As for his next term, LePage
said he is excited about spending

December, as his seat is currentiy
vacant However, because of an
error in the city clerks office , his
name appeared only once on the
ballot so voters could only elect

act
Incumbent

Mayor

LePage

a margin around 60 to 40 percent

the remainder of the year as a more

powerful mayor working to prepare the city budget , to push f orthe
collection of delinquent city taxes
and to try to work with the State to
repair their roads in town.
Dufour said in a Nov. 15 interview he will stay on as Ci ty
Councilman for the remainder of
his term. As for the campaign, he
expressed no regrets. "I f elt my
campaign was very positive.
There were no personal attacks. It
was a clean campaign. That 's wha t
I wanted to do," he said.
The Waterville City Charter
passed by an overwhelming margin , receiving nearly 80 percent of

Beck could have technically
assumed off ice beginning with the

first city council meeting this

him for the three-year term starting
next year and not to finish out this
year as well.
When he does assume off ice , he
said he hopes to continue the p lans

he laid out while running f or off ice

such as building relationships

between the city and the College

and local regionalization efforts.
Besides Question I, all other
questions on the local ballot passed
except Question 6. This question
failed by a nearly 50-50 margin, by
official results, and would have
gone towards more money f or
hig her education in Maine, such as
to nearby Kennebec Valley
Community College.

Author to speak at Commencement in May
By KATIE HAMM
EDITOR IN CH IEF

Author Anna Quindlen will give
her wise words of advice to the
class of 2006 at this year's commencement on May 28.
Quindlen was nominated by
members of the senior class and
then chosen by tlie selection committee. Professor of Eng lish

Jennif er Finney Boylan helped
secure Quindlen's spot , as she and

Quindlen became friends after
Quindlen contacted Boylan after
reading her memoir, "She's Not
There."
"When I heard the senior class

was interested in having her as a

speaker I said I would certainly be
willing to make the initial
approach to her," Boylan said.
"Instantly she said 'fantastic, I'd
love to, that would be great.'"

Boylan recognized Quindlen as

"one of our best writers. She's a
novelist of tlie first order. She is a
voice of moderation and sensibility politically."
Quindlen is best known for her
novel "One True Thing," which
was the basis for the 1998 motion
p icture. She has written three other
novels—"Blessings," "Black and
Blue" and "Object Lessons."
Additionally, she has written nonfiction works, childrens ' books and
Continued on Page 2

|Take a scat for
1 Broadway Musical
J Revue on Page 6.
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Homeless shelter faces
increase as winter sets in
By KATIE HAMM
EDITOR IN CHIEF

The Mid-Maine Homeless Shelter,
located on Ticonic St. in Waterville, is
being forced to turn away more families than usual because of a slower
turnover time.
Susan Goss, executive director of
the shelter, said that it is taking families longer to get into a home or suitable residence from the shelter
because of tighter guidelines from
housing authorities. "Basically our
guests have to jump through more
hoops," she said. A stay that usually
took, two weeks is now taking four or
fi ve, and the shelter is unable to provide for other families who are waiting7fo£room.in"the shelter.
' ;: Another concern Goss holds is the
rising cost of heating and energy
costs. ".Lots of guests are renters and
when heating oil costs go up, then
rents will go up. Many of our guests
who are on the verge of being homeless will go over the edge," Goss said.
She noted that there has been a definite increase in .homelessness, but this
is not a particularly new issue. A government-supplemented check is just
not enough to support a family, and
many minimum wages jobs are not
enough either, according to Goss.
The Mid-Maine Homeless Shelter
is a general purpose emergency shelter, the only one in northern
Kennebec. Somerset and Franklin

counties. All guests must be sober,
youths must be with an adult and registered sex offenders are not permitted. The shelter contains 17 beds and
can comfortably accommodate two
families. Goss said the shelter has
been running at 92 percent capacity
this month.
In addition to providing a place to
stay, tlie shelter serves two meals a
day and has a social worker on staff to
work with gu ests on housing, medical
issues, mental health an d education if
appropriate. Guests also have access
to an intensive case manager.
The average stay for singles is
about 30 days, Goss said , with families usually staying for four or five
weeks. Goss said that the staff is "cautiously optimistic" when guests leave
that they will not return to the shelter.
The College aids the shelter in
many ways, according to Goss.
Numerous students volunteer at the
shelter, and Newman Council sponsors "Hunger Fast" each year n ear
Thanksgiving, a program in which
students can give away their dinner
meal credit and the money instead
goes to the shelter. Other programs
have been sponsored by the Goldfarb
Center for Civic Affairs and Public
Engagement, the Pottery Club and
Colby Knitters. A Colby student—
Erica Dorpalen '06—also sits on the
shelter's board of directors. "Colby
has just been a wealth of time and talents for the shelter and for the guests
at the shelter," Goss said.
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The Oak Institute for the Study of
International Human Rights will host
the annual Oak Symposi um, titled
"Torture and Human Rights: The
Challenge
of
Redress ,
and
Rehabilitation" on Saturday, Nov. 19.
The one-day symposium will consist of
three panel discussions featuring international leaders in the field of human
rights and an afternoon workshop, all
of which take place in Olin fl. All
events are free and open to the public.
The symposium will begin at 9:30
a.m. with the first panel, entitled
"Torture R ehabilitation: Medical and
Psychological Perspectives." The featured panelists are the 2005 Oak
Fellow Dr. Francis Lovemore, serving
as m oderator an d chair, Executive

Director of tlie Center for the Victims
of Torture Douglas. Johnson, from St.
Paul, Minnesota and Program
Director of the Belleyue/NYU
Program, for the Survivors of Torture
Allen Keller.
The second panel , "Civil Suits as a
Form of Redress: Suing the
Salvadoran Generals," will begin at
11:00 a.m. Associate Professor of
Government and Co-director of the
Goldfarb Center for Public Affairs and
Civic Engagement Ariel Aimony will
serve as the moderator. Panelists
include Carlos Mauricio, a torture survivor and the plaintiff- in the
Romagbsa case against former
Salvadoran Generals Garcia and
Vides Casanova, and Shawn Roberts,
a lawyer from Bay Area Legal Aid and
the principal lawyer in (the same case.
Keynote speaker ¦Beatrice Mtetwa,
a human rights attorney from
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Antonio Mendez '06
"Every activity that ' I'm involved
By CARLA JACOBS
with I believe in. I have been an
STAFFWRITER
active member of S.O.A.R. since my
freshman year and I consider it to be
Antonio "Tonito" (as his family one of my favorite things at Colby. 1
refers to him) Mendez '06 hails from was appointed to President's Council
the Washington Heights section of last year and this year."
Although the terms "Heights" anc
New York City and is a graduate of
Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis High "Sketchy" seemed to be synonymous
School in Times Square. Mendez on campus, Mendez seeks to dispel
describes hi s home in Washington this rumor. He commented, "I love
Heights as "a po or area with the representing Heights because ever
largest population of Dominicans though we are seen as the 'sketchy
dorm,' the people are far fron
sketchy. There is a wonderfid sens*
of community that the'dorm has thai
other big dorms might riot have."
Mendez's active contributions tc
Colby life can be explained with his
description of himself. He describes
himself as "passionate." And say«
"Everything I do,, if I believe it's
worth doing, I become very motivated about. This goes from politics, tc
discussions on religion and theology
to campus climate and the problems
facing Colby." He feels that Colby
gives students many opportunities tc
BiaWH IUEDGE/ THE COLBY ECHO
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Antonio Mendez '06,
Y- make a difference and see things
change.
.u. .
^
outside okthe^Dpminicah Republic," i , ,vf J«{lqreqy^r„CPlb,yj ha*.opgn?d up a
Growing up surrounded by so many,. -. ,world , of .opportunities for ,lylendez
of his -native Dominicans, Mehde^() outside of campus. His travels.have
feels,a strong influence of the cuK , taken him from New York City,,all
to
the way to England, and
the
ture.
^
. "Being first generation American, Dominican Republic. For his stud]
I am still very influenced by abroad, he worked as a Britisl
Dominican culture. I grew up speak- Minister of Parliament, and he hai
ing Spanish and hold a lot of tradi- held paid internships on Wall Street
tional Spanish' Value,''*he said. He This JanPlan, he plans on going t<
comes from a very large family the Dominican Republic and setting
which includes twelve aunts, six up a clinic near the Haitian border;
uncles, and numerous cousins, with a group of nurses and doctors.
With " both his experiences a
whom he considers his "best
His
family
is
very
Colby
and abroad, he has clioser
''close
friends."
knit" and an important aspect of his American Studies, with a concentra'
tion in Government, and Theatre ai
identity. .
His decision to come to.Colby was his two majors. He remarked, "As t
heavily influenced by his selection as sophomore I took Professoi
a Posse Scholar in his senior year of McFadden's intro to Americar
high school. This prestigious pro- Studies. At the time she was mj
gram brings outstanding student advisor and recommended the
leaders to campus and offers them a course. Needless to say, the class'was
full tuition scholarship. His impres- life altering and I decided then anc
sive list of extracurricular activities there that I would be a major. I'vt
further speaks to his selection ns a nlso really been interested in Theatei
Posse scholar. At Colby,.he is presi- since my freshman year."
With his Colby experiencesfbotr.
dent of S.O.A.R: (Students
,
Racism), on and off canipus, we can expect tc
Organized
Against
Secretary-Treasurer of S.O.B.H.U. see great tilings from Mendez. He
(Students Organized for Black and hopes to attend law school and one
Hispanic Unity), dorm president of day become a lawyer. Prepare to set
the Heights, and a voting member of Mendez in the court room or working for Tench for America in the ncai
the Cultural Events Committee,
He is fully dedicated to each of future. For him, Colby is "a dream
these organizations. He explained , come true."
'

Incident Report Log

Time:
2:52 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
10:50 p.m.
11:21 p.m.
ll:30 p,m.
11:35 p.m.
11:45 p.m.
ll:53 p,m.
11:58 p.m.
12:06 p.m.
12:15 p.m.
12:15 p.m.
9:12 p.m.
9:40 p.m.
12:04 p.m. ,
12:15 p.m.
12:05 p.m.
12:30 p.m.
12:33 p.m.

. wMmmmM -

• Who 's Who

Colby College Department of Security
Nature:
Date:
Possible identity theft
11/10/05
Possible identity theft
11/10/05
Vandalism
11/11/05
Citation
11/11/05
11/11/05
Citation .
Citation
11/1 1/05
Citation
11/1 1/05
Citation
11/11/05
Citation
11/11/05
Citations (3)
11/12/05
" 11/12/05
Assault, simple
Citation
11/12/05
Citation
11/12/05
Citation
11/12/05
Citation
11/13/05
Citation
11/13/05
,
11/13/05
Citations (2)
Citation
11/13/05
Vundalisrh/ theft
11/13/05

Zimbabwe, will speak on "Human Program Coordinator for IRCT in
Rights and the Crisis in Zimbabwe'.' Latin America^
At 4 p.m., Douglas Johnson, from
during a luncheon held in the second
tlie
Center for Victims of Torture, will
floor of Roberts Union at 12:30 p.m.
direct
a workshop' entitled "New
Mtetwa is a recipient of the 2005
International Press Freedom Award Tactics in Human Rights." The workfrom the Committee to Protect shop's purpose is to teach students and
community members intellectual and
Journalists.
'Transitional Justice—Prosecution research skills necessary to create an
of Perpetrators; Reparations for impact in the international , battle for
Victims," the third panel, will began human rights. According to Colby 's
at 2:30 p.m. Ken Rodman, the press release on the symposium, "The
William R. Cotter Distinguished New Tactics in Human Rights Project
Teaching Professor of Government celebrates innovations in tactics develand Director of the Oak Institute, will oped around the world that can be used
moderate this panel. Featured pan- to resolve endemic human rights probelists are Carta Ferstman, director of lems."
All students are encouraged to parRedress and a human rights lawyer,
Bent Sorenson, senior medical con- ticipate in this opportunity to consultant for the International tribute to an international discussion
Rehabilitation Council for -Torture on human rights with a varied and
Victims (IRCT) in Copenhagen, and multi-faceted purpose and group of
Nieves Molina, legal advisor and contributors.

Location:
Disposition:
AMS Hall
WTVL Police
Pierce Hall
WTVL Police
Dana Hall
Deans Office
AMS Hall
Deans Office
AMS Hall
Dcans Officc
•
AMS Hall
Dcans Officc •,
AMS Hall
Dcans Officc
Outside AMS Hall • Deans Office
'
AMS Hall
Deans Office
• Deans Office
AMS Hall
AMS Hull
WTVL PD, Deans Office
AMS Hall
Derms Office
Deans Office
Treworgy Hall
Foss Hall
Deiins Office
Alfond Apartments
Deans Office
..
Alfond Apartments
Deans O/Tico
Alfond Apartments
Deans Office
,
Alfond Apartments
Deans Office
Treworgy Hall
Dcans Officc

Comments:
Call from telemarketer requesting info
Call from telemarketer requesting info
¦
Exit sign broken
•
Open container
Open container
Open container
Indecent conduct
Open container
Open container
Open container
Assault at door
Furnishing alcohol to a minor
Underage drinking
;
Underage drinking
Underage drinking • •
Open confniner
¦
Open container .
, •
Open container • '
Vending machine , liroken and items taken

Free Deliver SS Mfe/Qjggg Call 873-4300

2 Large Buffalo Pizzas

2 Steak Calzones

8lft<J Q

2 Large Chicken Farms
(Sauce,and melted cheese)
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2 Lg. Buf. Chicken Subs
.„...§7..99

(Cheese, lettuce, tomatoy hot sauce)

Pizzas
2 Sm. 1Topping
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Echo Biennial on
your mind?

Or y o u r b r a i n ? P r e p a r e
yourself for four prongs
of dy n a m i sm , s t a t i c i s m,
an d e v e r y t h i n g in b e t w e e n .
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SPEAKER : Newsweekcolumnist andPulitzer
Prizewinner to speakat Maycommencement
Continued From Page 1
a biography. She is currently a
columnist for Newsweek, and
her column "Public and Private"
that ran in The New York Times
for many years won tlie Pulitzer
Prize in 1992.
Boylan noted that Quindlen
is "known for being one of the
best commencement speakers in
the country." Quindlen spoke at
Mount Holyokc College in
1999, -Colgate University in
2003 and most recently at the
2005' Barnard College com¦ wvw/.wru .EDU
; ,
mencement. Boylan described Anna Quindlen willt speak at graduation ,
Quindlen ns a great supporter of
higher education; she is on the
board of trustees at Barnard .
Quindlen.
Nominations for commencement
"Her coming to Colby is just a
speaker were given by the class of tremendous thing for us.-I think she
2006 last spring, said Senior Class will give a speech tlmt seniors and
Representative Jen Coliflores, The their parents will be glad to hear.
selection committee then determines Colby has been very lucky in having a
if there are any connections to any of long history of having some of the
tho nominees and who would be feasi- finest minds' in tho country speak to
ble. "I honestly didn 't know who she our graduating classes nnd so that trawas, I'm not an English major, but dition continues," Boylnn snid.
after researching, her I was excited,"
Coliflores snid about the selection of

Professor lectures on realities facing China and America in 21st century I Chinese embassy presents its perspective on entering the, globalizing world
the questions he received from students. The students asked him about
NEWS EDITOR
anomalies in American culture and
government, such as the implicit separation of church and state that does not
Discussing the realities that both
always appear, "I often came away
China and the United States will face
depressed from these discussions," he
in the 21st century, Goldfarb Family
mused.
Distinguished Professor G. Calvin
his
remarks,
Following
Mackenzie gave his inaugural lecMackenzie answered questions
ture on Monday, Nov. 14.
from the full crowd in Arey 005. In
"Cal's career has been an
response to a question, he said that
admirable mix of teaching, scholhe never felt pressured while in
arship and public service,"
China to say certain things or
William R. Kenan Professor of
avoid subjects, "nobody censored
Government and Director of the
me
at all."
Goldfarb Center for Public Affairs
to Maisel, it is a traAccording
and Civic Engagement L. Sandy
professors
to give an
dition
for
Maisel said'in his introduction of
inaugural
lecture
when
they earn
Mackenzie.
chair
in
a
department
endowed
!
an
Mackenzie said due to several
For years, the Goldfarb family
factors, including the communicaI
name was not attached to this post,
tions revolution currently taking
:
but after the insistence of President
place, the rapid growth of the
j William D. Adams the Goldfarb
world market,. and the flow of
h family has been given proper credideas and products between China
j it for their contribution.
and the United States, both counMOlUr KARRQ VTHE COIBT ECHO
Mackenzie took time to thank
tries will face similar issues in the Mackenzie spokein Arey005 on Nov.15.
Bill Goldfarb '68; who was in
coming century.
attendance, and said that his
He said that the communications revolution, which he compared up some freedoms for benefits, and friendshi p with Goldfarb was "one of
in importance to the invention of a the people are more goal orientated, the treasures of [his] life."Maisel also
moveable type printing press, con- adding that as long as these goals are thanked Goldfarb, saying that "we in
nects the world in a way never possi- met people will put up with the gov- the [Government] department are
grateful to you." In addition to
ble before, and takes power and ernment in China.
endowing a chair, the Goldfarb famiHaving
taught
at
the
Beijing
control aware from governments.
"Possession of information...has been Foreign Studies University while on ly has also endowed a lecture series
a key to power and wealth," he said, sabbatical from the College in the for the government department, and
adding that no government will be spring of 2005, Maisel shared some of made the Goldfarb Center possible
more powerful in the next century, his experiences from that position and through a donation.

By BEN HERBST

because of technology gains.
Discussion of China's version of a
democracy was abound in the lecture,
and Mackenzie said that according to
American values, China may hot be a
democracy, but to many in China it is.
He said that many are willing to give

By SAM MORALES
STAFF WRITER

In a lecture titled "China's New
Agendas
and
Sino-American
Relations," Su Ge, minister counselor
of the Embassy of the People's
Republic of China, addressed the
dynamics of the relationship between
the United States and China in a new
century with new realities. The talk
was held on the evening of Thursday,
Nov. 10 and sponsored by the
Government Department's Goldfarb
Lecture Fund.
Focusing on China's new priorities
as it increases its pace of development
and how that afreets its relations with
America, Su emphasized first the
tremendous growth of the Chinese
economy in the past three decades
and then the accompanying problems.
Despite the vast foreign investment in
China, its high growth rate and soaring GDP, concerns like the disparity
between East-West development and
the need for jobs among the largest
population in the world hold back
even more impressive progress. The
minister counselor specifically mentioned the country's low efficiency in
using its resources, environmental
dilemmas like air and water pollution
and a level of energy consumption

NOAH BALAZS/THE COLBY ECHO

Minister Counselor of the Embassy.ofthe People's Republic of China during his lecture, "China 's New Agendas and Sino-American Relations. " ¦
nine times that of its neighbor Japan
as exemplifying "the paradox
between economic progress and efficiency, and the desire for a more egalitarian society."
He then turned his attention to foreign relations—particularly, the rapidly
changing relationship between China
and the United States. "There are so
many areas that are in the convergence
of our national interests," stated Su.
One of them, he proceeded to discuss,
is North Korea, whose acquisition of
weapons of mass destruction, accord-

ing to him, China does not support,;but
whose peaceful use of nuclear power it
does. Emphasizing that "China is on
America's side in the war on terrorism," Su nevertheless clearly defined
Chinese sovereignty as including, the
power to carve out an independent foreign policy rather than more or less toeing the American line. "We are no
longer enemies anymore," he said near
the end of his lecture, clearly alluding
to Sino-American relations' Cold War
past. "We are friends—in so, many
. . . ' • •
areas."

It ta k es two to tan g o , 0 tlos baiter

Beer and wine night s ret urn t o Dana aft er being absent all semester
By ANNIE KEARNEY
FEATURED EDITOR!

The
Student
Government
Association's popular Beer and Wine
Nights returned to Dana on Friday,'
Nov. 11, after a semester-long hiatus.
While their peers sat around plastic
trays, washing down cheeseburgers
and pizza with soda, students 21-years
or older were offered the opportunity
to> dine at white-clothed tables while
enjoying their choice of beer or wine^
They were offered either Three Blind
Moose (which featured a picture of a
moose in sunglasses) or Goats Do
Roam wine, or Stella Artois beer at the
price of $1 per beverage, with a maximum of two beverages per student.

The Beer and Wine program was
begun last fall on a trial basis and continued into tlie spring after becoming
an instant success. Brainchild of last
year's SGA President Catherine Welch
'05, Beer and Wine night is an attempt
to teach students about moderate social
drinking, and provide what Welch
described in an Echo article last year as
a "third option" for students who's
choices seem limited to drinking too
much or not at all. News outlets from
Boston to Montana featured the novel
program, making the College the ^ only
school in North America to serve students alcohol in dining halls.
A number of issues contributed to the
delay in the program's return, according
to SGA Treasurer Justin DePre '06.

"One of die main concerns of Dining
Services and the SGA during September
was regardingavailable space with Bobs
gone,"he explained. "We needed to wait
and see how the space was being used,
and if there was even possible space."
After deciding they could use the
Fairchild Room in Dana, the SGA had to
put offevents during October because of
fall break and staffing concerns over
Trustee and FamilyHomecoming weekends.
' However, the program is "one of our
^
priorities, and will continue to be from
now oii^" DePre said. The program is
slated to run three more times this
semester, with the next Beer and Wine
night to be held on Nov. 18, from 5-7
in Dana

DANA BSENBERG /THE COLBY ECHO

Antonio Mendez '06 and Angle Polanco '08 dance during the Do-It-YourselJfestivalon Nov.11.

Campus groups organize book drive for Kafrina victims

y cQfM Mntf s

According to Hardy, the National
Center for Family Literacy's mission
"is to create educational and economic opportunity for at-risk children and
The Goldfarb Center for Civic
parents," and the organization has
Affairs and Public Engagement, the
^""¦"^ 'Rj slorante Ota f i a n o
already arranged for the donation of
Dean of Students office and the
over 5,000 books to areas devastated
Student Government Association have
by Katrina.
teamed to organize a book drive for
SGA
President
Donnie
the Greater New Orleans Teach for
O'Callaghan
'06
said
that
the
book
recently
orgaAmerica charter school,
drive
grew
out
of
a
desire
to
try
to
crenized in Houston Texas.
ate
a
more
meaningful
relationship
According to AmeriCorps *Vista
between the College and the victims
Jess Hardy, who is working for the
of Katrina. "The money raised irifthc
Goldfarb Center as the Civic
beginning of the year was tremenEngagement Liaison, the 35 Teach for
dous, he said , adding that now it was
America members who were disHours:
Make sure to keep an eye out for our regular student specials!
time to take the effort "a step further
placed by the Hurricane Katrina estabMon
4:0Op to 9:00p '
and "try lo find a way to build a relaTue toSat
lished Teach for America's College
i::00a to 9:00p
,.,,. , «. , „. . _. „ _ .„..
147 Mdln Steel-WatavB. . ME 0W 1
Sunday Brunch ltcllano ....10:00a fo 2:00p
ti onship over time."
Prep Now! School in Houston. The
Meaio caUf ornnatvailont
While he hopes every student can
College community raised $25,000
T«U 207^173-0800
bring a book back from vacation,
earlier this year and sent it to this
O'Callaghan said that if they could
sc h o o l .
"
A
l
t
h
o
u
g
h
raise
450 books he would be happy.
' '
fundraising
He snid v that , new ,. books woulcl be
stopped in midaccep t ed , but he hoped students wotild
on some used
books that were
September, the
pns^
students
who
meaningful for them because that tjjpe
helped to orgaof gesture would be "a step towards
.
'
I
•
I
,
nize t h e K at rina
building that more personal relationRelief ' Week
ship [with the 450 kids at the school]."
Ini t ia t ive wer e
President ,, , Doiini c
.. "SGA
adamant that wc
O'Calla ghan nn d I lik ed the id ea of a
two
phase
approach , because
not only d o our
efforts target a
specific school
through the chilwstoSw? *^^ ^-""' ^
dren 's book drive,
but by partnering
I
'. 7
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By BEN HERBST
NEWS EDITOR

Come savor "the Flavors of Italy" in the
authentic regional Italian cuisine by Chef
Gaetpop
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we're, looking for a few msm^wmm^m^s.

continue to support the victims of
Hurricane Katrina even after the initial hype had quieted ," Hardy said.
"The money that Colby initially
raised for this school went to school
supplies for the classrooms and children, but the school is still currently
without a library, as is the case for
many schools destroyed by the storm
in the Mississippi and Louisiana area.
Thus, SGA and the Goldfarb Center
will be hosting a book drive in two
phases," Hard y said.
Following the Thanksgiving break,
the groups will be collecting new or
used children 's books in designated
places around campus in the first
phase of the drive. The books gathered
will be sent, along with 1,400 books
collected by a Winslow elementary
school, to the school in Houston.
The second phase of the drive will
occur during the book buy back period al the Colby Bookstore. "The
Colby Bookstore has agreed to partner
with Better World Books to collect
unwanted textbooks they are not buying back. The material collected in the
drive.will be sold by Better World
Books and 100% of the profits will be
donated to the National Center for
Family Literacy," llnrdy - said.
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The questions surrounding peace in Israel Bad Times, G ood Guy

EDITORIAL
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Have a good week end

OPINIONS EDITOR

Beginthe night, knocksome back.
~~
Finish off that Natty rack
Atypical weekend night at Colby: many students drinking, a lot.
* Asthe night progresses
,
Yourcaution regresses.
Yetas students drink more and more, they begin to think that it's
acceptable to do whatever they please because they are drunk. Too
often, alcohol gives students the belief that their actions have no
consequences.
„; ,
', '" ' Anelbow into a window?
Raise the dorm damage, you know. " ,
.
,Dona damage, for instance, is an example of students not considering all the outcomes of their actions. Students are frustrated by <
dorm damage because of the financial result. No one likes to,pay .
for dorm damage, but for some students it is" more of a financial
burden than for others. It's the sales tax of Colby!While some stu-dents can just leave the dorm damage fines on their bill for their
parents to pay, many will have to pay those fines from the money
they earned working. This becomes an issue of class and consideration; students who thoughtlessly punch holes in walls or smash
doors, not considering that there are students for whom the $50
dorm damage fine is a significant amount of money.
Pass out then 'bn any old futon
Androll over on a crouton.
.And whohasn't?
,
The next morningpeer out the shades
Seea custodian cleaning up after charades.
* Here is the disjunction between action and result. Because we
are fined for making a mess, and not forced to clean it up ourselves,
we* forget who does. Custodians are not our nannies or butlers,
whether or not we treat them so. Just as no one deserves to clean up
your vomit, no one deserves to walk around your vomit the next
morning. If you don't have qualms about janitors cleaning up, at
least think about the living space of your peers you destroy.
Youleft some cans on the lawn
Yourbottle rocket\took out a fawn.
this is a bit of a stretch, but respect the environment.
Yes,
I
Walking across campus on a Sunday morning, cans mysteriously
appear across campus' like worms after a rain. It is hard to see
Colby's "Green" initiative through a veil of crushed cans shimmering on the lawn.
Does theparty even have to end?
" Nope, becaiise.our community relations don 't have to mend.
Are we being hypocrites? The Echo' editors don't slink into a
cave somewhere up in the moral high ground for the weekend. We
have fun," too. But fun stops being fun when its end result is disrespectful to ourselves and our wider community.
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ly continuing to support Israel.
One obvious step is the need for
Israel and.the U.S. to promote efforts
for better relations between the many
The most problematic conundrum Muslim nations of the Middle East
of current Middle Eastern politics and Israel. It was only late last month
revolves around the simple, yet pro- that Iran's new president, Mahmoud
found, question: what to do about Ahm adinejad , stated that Israel
Israel? On the one hand-is in the inter- "must be wiped out from the map ."
est of the powerful Jewish lobby—in However, within U.S. policy contraits various forms as the Orthodox dictions abound. The best example is
Union, the American Israel Public Sau di Arabia, which remains one of
Affairs Committee (AIPAC)' and so the United States' foremost allies in
on. On the other hand is the two- the ' Middle East, both before and
pronged, but very much impossible to| after September 11. Nevertheless,
differentiate, need for continual Saudi Arabia refuses to recognize
access to Middle Eastern oil and the Israel as a country.
Israel's unilateral withdrawal from
"democratization" of Iraq and other
the Gaza Strip provided a good step in
Islamic countries.
The pro-Israel lobby's power origi- the right direction. At the outset of
nates from the failure of the American this proposal, I was firmly opposed to
Jewish community to prevent, or at withdrawing from any. Israeli territoleast contain, the Holocaust. AIPACis ry. However, die dilemma of the Gaza
widely regarded as one of the most Strip is this: can Israel afford to keep
powerful lobbies in the United States, control of a territory of 7,000 Jews
despite its small size. It is this power, and over 1 million Palestinians? The
along with Israel's actual democratic question comes down to the internal
government, which makes it practi- debate between my head and my
cally impossible for any current heart. My heart said something like,
politician to vote against Israel.
"we can never surrender the land that
In staunch contrast, current trends is rightly Israel." In contrast, my head
show that the U.S. continues to said, "the cost of maintaining security
encourage the spread of democracy for the vastly outnumbered Israelis is
in Middle Eastern nations (mostly not worth it." In this case, your head
because we need their oil)—several needs to win out.
One of the great peculiarities of
of which outwardly hate Israel and
many of which implicitly do. The the en ti re deb ate i s the resp ective
obvious problem is this: how to position s each side of th e po litica l
encourage stable democracy within spectrum takes on the issue.
the Middle East, while simultaneous- Conservatives staunchly support
By MERLE EISENBERG

52 Front St-> Waterville, ME

Israel and the Jewish community
touts George W. Bush as "m ost
pro-Israeli" president in our
nation 's history. In contrast, many
liberals support the extended
rights of a Palestinian state—many
of their arguments stem from "the
occupation" of the West Bank and
By CW. Bassett
Gaza Strip following the Six Day
War in 1967. .
A remarkable motion picture is
Let me propose this hypothetical
scenario. Suppose the U.S. had playing at Railroad Square, one perattacked the,Japanese fleet .as.it pre- haps more eerily familiar to 'this
pared to bomb Pearl Harbor, would elderly correspondent than to you
you have supported an attack on their people who labor under the mantle of
ships? Once the Japanese destroyed President Bush, The Younger.But it's
large portions of our Pacific Fleet at a film that is unfailingly interesting to
Pearl Harbor it took seven months, anyone who is concerned with freeuntil the battle of Midway in June dom of the press in trie United States.
1942, for us to regain the initiative. In The movie is "Good Night, and Good
the mean time the Japanese were able Luck," a semi-documentary about an
to fortify much of the Pacific, costing epic battle between a fri ghtening
thousands of lives to re-take. Faced junior Senator from Wisconsin and a
with a similar scenario, military pru- radio/television reporter for CBS,
dence demanded that Israel act.
Edward R. Murrow. Perhaps George
Israel has worked hard to move for- Clooney, the film's producer, tilted
ward in its agenda of achieving the events in Murrow's direction, but
Middle East peace—often individual- Senator McCarthy didn t deserve any
ly as other hostile nations surrounding special treatment.
it refuse to reconcile differences. The
The film is set during my underU.S. should continue to support all of graduate years, 1950-1954, a period
Israel's eff orts at peace, regardless of marked by the onset of the Korean
what they rriay be. Solving the Israel- War and the dominance of Chairman
Palestine problem would provide a Mao and the Communists in China.
key, if not the key, for continued The Cold War was at its peak, and
peace, stability and democratization anyone deemed "subversive" lived a
in the Middle East. Now that Israel life of fear and "investigation."
has taken a step forward, it is time for McCarthy, who had switched parties
the nations of the world to recognize to take advantage of a growing conthis and help in the process.
servatism in Wisconsin,' made a
speech in Wheeling, WV, claiming to
have in his possession a list of over
200 Communists presently working at
the State Department. The country
went wild.
Only one thing wrong, however:
ly since the 2004 election, but the nobody ever saw the list and the numDemocrats have not gained the sup- ber of Commies at State varied wideport of voters dissatisfied with the ly, depending upon the partisanship of
majority party. A November 2 McCarthy's
audience.
But
Washington Post Poll showed that 61 "Tailgunner Joe" (who never flew in
percent of Americans disapproved of combat) and the Republicans had
-Pongressiohal Republicans' handling found a tantalizing issue, vwth which
of their job s, "out the'sariie poll also toTiatter the last two years of the
found that only 41 percent of respon- Democratic Truman presidency. The
dents approved of the Democrats.
Senate set up several investigating
Simply put, the Democrats are not committees supposedly to find the
ready to be a governing party. Harry Communists in Washington, and
Reid and Nancy Pelosi, the Senate McCarthy used these bandstands to
and House Minority Leaders, are investigate Democrats from the wellshrill and uninspiring voices of oppo- respected Secretaiy of State, George
sition, and the party has shown no ini- Marshall, to the Secretary of State
tiative in the face of tlie grave issues Dean Atcheson, to obscure Army denfacing our country. The Democrats tists in New Jersey.
offered no plausible alternative to
The Republicans won control of
Bush's plan for reforming social Congress and the presidency, with
security, and the party maintains deep Dwight Eisenhower in 1952. You
rifts on how to handle the President's might think McCarthy would tone
judicial nominees. The party's down his attacks on subversives, but
rhetoric on Iraq, the nation's most he turned the Senate Committee on
pressing concern and one that will no Governmental Operations into a soapdoubt linger for years to come, has box of gargantuan proportions. TV
been confused and unintelligible. A was in its infancy, but whoever had a
party that cannot present a viable plan set listened to Sen. McCarthy launch
for national security will never be a a new barrage of attacks on
governing party in the United States, Communists in Washington throughno matter how often the Republicans out the early Fifties. McCarthy someshoot themselves in the foot.
how seemed not to realize that his
The 2005 returns ore promising own party had won the 1952 elecfor those ready for a change in tions; his televised dog-and-pony
Washington, but let's not get carried shows went on into Eisenhower's first
away. Short of a scandal oh par with years in Washington.
Watergate, the Democrats need to
And in American journalism's
build a national security and domes- finest hour, the respected and decorattic agenda that moderates and inde- ed former war correspondent, Edward
pendents can support before they can R. Morrow, used his weekly televihope to recaptu re control of sion news hour to expose McCarthy
Congress next year, and the presi- for the bully and liar that he was. He
dency in 2008.
Continued on Page.5

I'M NEVER GOING TO RETIRE

Spoiling t he par ty: a message of cau ti on t o Democra ts
at a national level, and could even
suggest that the Democrats m ay be in
position to challenge for control of
one or both houses of Congress in
next ye ar 's elections. President Bush
suffered another blow to his prestige
which he . stumped! for the losing can- i
didate 'in ' Virginia"'jiist days' before ;
the election. It could be argued that
this reflects a rejection of Bush and
his party more than Kilgore, the
actual candidate.
Tempting as this view may be for
legions of frustrated Democrats to
embrace, caution should be exercised
in jumping to broad, national conclusions from local election returns. As
the former Speaker of the House Tip
O'Neil famously said, "Politics is
local." Corzine's win in New Jersey, a
strongly Democratic state, was facilitated by the former Wall Street executive's tremendous personal fortune—
the popular Senator spent $38 million
in the general election, double his
opponent's outlay. In short, Corzine
held the best cards—it is difficult to
imagine the Republicans defeating
him, even in the best of time. In
Virginia, Democrat Timothy M. Kaine
was following in the footsteps and
running on the legacy of the enormously popular Governor Mark
Warner. Kaine's service with Warner,
a centrist leaving office with approval
ratings over 70 percent, was indispensable in his victory.
Furthermore, even if we could
concede that these local elections
were won because of national politics, there is little reason to believe
that the Democrats will sweep back
into power in 2006. The
Republicans' star has fallen drastical-

By KYLE SMITH

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On the morning of Nov. 9th, there
was a palpable sense of change in the
nation's 'political winds.' While
«
imost
n
' of *«£ c'^rM' 1
of
^ 'across the
1 Question One, Denibcrats
country basked in the light of a rare
victory,two strongly contested gubernatorial races ended in defeat for the
Republicans. In New Jersey,
Democratic Senator John Corzine
overcame a strong challenge from
Republican candidate Douglas R.
Forrester to move from Capitol Hill to
the New Jersey governor's mansion.
In Virginia, solidly Republican in
national politics, another Democrat,
Lieutenant Governor Timothy M.
Kaine, defeated GOP challenger Jerry
W. Kilgore, a former attorney general.
Political analysts and junkies, being
the hype-building, obsessive prognosticates that we are, have pointed to
the results of these two races as
indicative of the nation's changing
political mood. This claim has its
merit. It is not a bold statement to say
that October 2005 was the worst
month of George W. Bush's presidency. October saw the utter collapse of
an ill-advised Supreme Court nomination, the criminal indictment of a powerful figure in the White House, and
the death of the 2000 American in
Iraq. The list could go on.
How does all this relate to
Democratic victories in New Jersey
and Virginia? The popular conviction is that these two outcomes
reflect a shift in support away from
Republicans and toward Democrats
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Differing adventures on Election Uay
7Y

By NOOR QARGHOLI
/ ' (STAFF WRITER

November 8, 2005 is circled in red
pen on my calendar, with the words
"First Day I Voted!" written underneath. I started the countdown
towards my first day as a true, participating citizen of the United States a
week in advance, delightedly informing everyone who .would listen that
election day was rapidly approaching
and t was finally eligible to partake. I
smiled at everyone I saw at the polls
in Waterville and, to commemorate
the day in the future, forced my roommate to take a picture of us standing
outside afterwards.
I know, however, that.I am much
more excited about my voting privileges than the average 18-year-old.
Many people between the ages of 18
arid 24 choose not to exercise their
voting rights; only 40 percent of that
age group voted in the 2004 presidential election. Many feel that much of
politics, from social security to taxes,
does not directly affect them, while
others feel that they are too ignorant
about the issues to make a responsible
and well-informed decision.
Although I believe that voting is an
important responsibility and a privilege, and that people should make the
effort to better educate themselves on
the issues, I believe that the act of
non-voting is an important aspect of
democracy. Therefore, when a friend
informed me that he did not want to
participate in the 2005 Waterville
elections, mainly because of his lack

of interest : and knowledge of
Waterville concerns; I reluctantly
accepted his stance.
The night of the election however,
the same friend walked into my room
a bit dazed. "I just wanted to let you
know that I voted today," he stated. I
congratulated him happily, thinking
that my persuasive arguments and
cunning intelligence had forced him to

My friend voted
in an election
where he could
not remember
the names of the
candidates afterward, much less
what they stood
for.
see the light and embrace bis political
side. He quickly disillusioned me,
however, and proceeded to tell me
about his traumatizing, but slightly
amusing, first time at the polls
He had been on his way to work
when he was convinced by a fellow
student to register to vote. He filled
out the green card and handed it back
to the Colby student, who informed
him that a van was waiting outside to
take him to the polls. He started to
protest, but the student convinced him

that it was important he voice his
opinions through his vote. He entered
the white van waiting outside of the
Pugh Center, where, because he had
no knowledge of the mayoral candidates, two other students proceeded to
tell him for whom to vote. He arrived
at die polls with a backpack on and
wandered around before finally figuring out where he was supposed to go.
In the booth,he could not find the pen,
so he poked his head into the booth
next to his (sidenote: this is definitely
illegal) and. stole that pen. He voted
for the candidatewhom the students in
the van told him to vote.
While entertaining^ this story reinforces the importance of non-votingin
American politics. Voting is a serious
endeavor not to be taken lightly.One of
our forefathers' major concerns with a
democracy is that it allows many people to vote without being fblly
infonned." My friend voted in an election where he could not rememberthe
names of the candidates afterwards,
much less what they stood fox.
Although I applaud the efforts of
many Colby students to raise political
awareness by helping with registration
and offering rides to eager voters such
as myselfjI have to express my dismay
that a fewwould go so far as to pressure
someone to vote in an election when he
notonly displayed no interest in voting,
but also lacked the knowledge necessary to make a well-infonneddecision.
As for my friend ,we can only hopethat
thenexttimehe votes,he does so with,
a clear idea of what he is voting for; and
that he stays away from white vans.

Expandin g fne curricolm to inenme current events
By AMANDA MELLO
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Willi so many
liberal arts colleges that work
torn a core curriculum, wliynot
Incorporate a
class on current
events?
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BASSETT: Edwardft. MurrowandMcOarthyismAl Qaeda, Jordan and the changing face of the war on tenor
Eisenhower. He was a hero to all
right-thinking, patriotic Americans. I
was writing a column very like this
offered McCarthy equal time, but the one for the student newspaper at the
offer went begging, then got smoth- University of South Dakota. In 1954,
ered in bluster. Murrow put his repu- my senior year, I wrote a column
tation, indeed his very job, at risk, but showing my displeasure with the
CBS (after much hand-wringing) Senator. My mother, a life-long liberbacked him up.
al Democrat, got a telephone call
The public finally had its fill of from our parish priest telling her that
McCarthy, who began to slip into I had joined the anti-Christ. MyanothbBsgiiriry.'ThV Senator Was invesfigaif- er, remmded himfof the s^ar^on.of
ed .by "own" Senate in 1954, found to church. ami stete and 'huhg up. . ..
be a fraud, and censured. His bluster
"Good night and good luck" was
was penetrated by Murrow and others, Murrow's show's closing line. The
and he lost all stature in a world of film is in black and white, shot
unfounded finger-pointing. By 1957 through a haze of cigarette smoke.
he was dead of alcoholism, and the The tension is palpable, and Murrow
nation went on to other things.
eventually won signal praise as a hero.
~ But Murrow was a hero to the Go to see it You'll love and hate your
many of us who disdained Sen. country simultaneously. But you
McCarthy, whose power at its peak never again will underestimate a free
ranked him on a par with Pres. press and a courageous newsman.
Continued From Page4

By ELLYBOOKMAN
SISfFWRTTER

After September 11, 2Q01, it was
indisputable that as Americans we
needed to respond to the brutality and
violence of al Qaeda, first by embedding a new system of security inside
our borders, and then searching for
those, responsible and making sure
they wouldn't be able to hurt us like

I want to thank all of the students,
faculty and staff who attended the
NCAA
Women's
Volleyball
Tournamen t t his p ast week en d in
Wadsworth Gymnasium. Yoursupport
of our team was tremendous. The
excitement and energy tlie fans generated was a huge boost to the team and
made for a spectacular weekend.
NESCAC regular season champions.
NE SCAC
.Tournament
Champions. NCAA New England
Regional Champ ions. On to
Virginia...Go Mules!
Marcella Zalot
Director of Athletics

UnwmnledbiasagmtColfyalhktics
I am wri t ing in d isgust of Merl e
Eisenbcrg's
opinion
piece
"Questioning the study abroad experience." My disdain has nothin g to
do with the central argument of his
piece and everything to do with the
overt jab made at Colby's athletes.
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To quote: "... it seems that many
people at Colby study abroad
because eight semesters at Colby is
just one too many.Maybe that's why
many athletes cause a significant
amount of dorm damage; they are
stuck at Colby one more semester
than they want"
I'm not sure if this were written as
a joke, and I sincerely hope the writer
just has a terrible sense of humor.But
somehow I think he actually believes
that there is a link between Colby's
athletes and dorm damage—a belief
that is utterly ridiculous. Colby's athletes are like any quantifiable group
on campus: some are good, some are
bad, and most you wouldn't even
know were a member of that group.
Believe me, I am not the PC police
and if his statement had even a
minute basis in reality, I would not be
one to contradict. To make a statement like on average Colby varsity
athletes are admitted with comparatively lower SAT scores and grades,
albeit ad hoc, is true. However, to
consciously invent and spread a blatant untruth is another matter entirely.
I cannot even fathom how Mr.

Eisenberg dreamed up such a ridiculous idea.
At a time when the relationship
between Colby's athletes and the
student body at large is strained, as
evidenced by the lack of football
coverage in Tlie Echo, he is perpetuating the tension with his unfounded
prejudice. I am sick of everything at
Colby being so one-sided. We
embrace diversity and alternate
viewpoints only if they don't contradict how the majority of students
feel. We don't tolerate racism or sexism because students feel they perpetuate ideas based on falsehood,yet
when we are confronted with issues
that are much more pertinent, like
bias against athletes, we turn our
backs. Why? Because students
believe such biases to be at least
loosely based on reality.
Mr. Eisenberg's quote embodies tms
viewpoint If Colby truly were the
champion of diversity it claims to be
then such unwarranted, hostile remarks
toward our own would not he without
repercussions. While I realize that my
tirade alone won't change Colby's culture, I sincerely hape it will prevent
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this week

BMR celebrates 21 y ears without getting smashed

¦rauHsbAYf Hqv.i7
• "A'Servantto TwoMasfss"
' 7=30 pjn.
\ Rismals/Strider Theater

FRIDAY, K0V.18

•: Annual Department of Art
Exhibition
4 pjn. .

Art Museum Lobby
• Music at Colby Serfesr
i CaEegjnm "
' ¦::
:*PJ B- -V . - - : : Lonmer Chapel
•; International Coffee Hoar
4i30-6p_m.
Mary Low Coffeehouse
• "AServant to TwoMasters'*
7^0 pjn- .
: Runnals/StaderTheater
• ?«g&tf at the Arts
S pjBL .

Cotter Union/131 Pas

SATURDAY, KQV.19

• "AServant to TwoMasters"
7:30p.mRucrals/Strids-.Triestsr
• Music at Colby Series:
" GaUegmmrMtisiamt
7:30 p.m.-Larimer Chapel
• Student Progrannnfag
Board Presents ;RJD2
IL p-m.
CotierUnion/131 Ease
!

Bfr DANBSiEgE
SISEFWRTTSS
Wftfr tn?77y rT^TCTrg and ferflrftBd
sm^ng. the cast ofBroadway ifixsKsH
Revue put on. another entertanung
show last weekend.
Thfe seaester .mgrfetf BS-fRTs 2Is£
year rnnmn<ri and drTe*.:^ its Carnfire
O'Conccr tlov Draw Sanscfe. f36 ami
Ermly Gcoiiiow 13S fiii-.i-iwriToratet?
by hsvmg the amSmce jsfc: m wDLa
E
ment ^ngj";- ^^py Bn3fid^.' Tire?
was a IMe out of the oiiJFuay £ar
BMR to hare ffrrdfence parfemarikas.
but fl: was art naScafeii t&a£ BMR
dosnt take fese£ftoo ssriaasif e.
Ths fest m-rmher was ^mma **
from '•"West SEde StoncT whicfc wss
well c&oteasrap&esianEl.'vety oafanniL
&: was a. sanz Sir tSe FussS3EScsm
Shaiis nr the or^naE play and movrie^
but the cast ajgnstedtot&ersciai!(feme
bywrsdycntimgactl5ies3Se"lhms
grr rffjcyf i- frr AnTFT7C?/TFyTnT gra wrirtij;
m Amaic^r Above 2iL "^TTTerTcr"
started out BMR.(anireaffy&fe&nnte.
This bMz.note was feBawed was
"Boogie 'Woose BrcgTe Bay;'" sscg
well by O'Cannac, Gaotfecwc,
Caro&ie Cotter 116±Amr Swank 'G^,
Ma^ie Hayes 139 and Abe Zaresfca
t39. THs song wasn't Hom Broai&fsj.
buta:wasstiEaii.un6eaLiJongtn2tkst
rfce Ttn ^pnfT ffT?*^ Its enly we25>
ness was a. feck: of air actnail Bi^e
playeq. w&icfe was s)"tii^e snice
Gocdnow biuut-Jit cut z. trnmcet in

mesas sxzEsnscasr 350

' 1styear
zii
'i 3
2
l h £ 3^a z « x^i £ s^ ! z I E s s
!&
^n
2 s tmstage.
^rZ
"Gets. Gei A CSrmackT nnm £32
&w "i&5s?.'K H&Ht ri-iF^risi- ccedd
carie besa msd s^Iy Sir ss sang,
esec^Ss' siks GoodaDa' pisysd at
rdhtfselywdl
Ty^ H'rirriTiJ'.i-n rJrr-eTrfrght TririVnfJf-fl

tsao u*-> :r^ rjjM'iH 'Ti l nn "Se isy sh
CaSyL 'EEe ~ "<• tk:s "3'EscIs en
MzadSs" ferm '^Mdler On Hie
EdcST vSEndh wss cSssetSy ^aasd 3d
Trarihg rrrn of e^iLjCliLg CdEjJ'- 1
e

Ct&ET SSlijg, WSdl ^.pgT-T-l SESt pST-

gimer Efena Ksssiian,w;sa 3ai3 cei
Of Maac""
"Msse *feia
idg "^iibE Smad
, ,n^ s.^-^inr
€x3&y
Tg
ns^^tig
C:^
fis «gnF»-TTsil Hyds Twsre, "Sdw do we
scfe«e tSe prdcilsm es eanilhnenf?
/EBbTSF do -we wra±:S> asl tae smribsis
azj sdF" ~$M- Ifcaas SEsgnbas *pnald
fesae E5sd tSat one.

Megalomaniacs flood Colby s" campus
become an earaneiy rxrt =rrtr*_*erfrc- igi "Ii -55525 rast zsesdue , 3D twsSBy MASA KLAHBER
tic and whacSg gioug) t£aL w< ;\ tTrfi sar f.r-.f.nin.v*?. and irsaSy jSei ui> izve all
SEFFUrfHl j fck
un the mcsHsiE scaie atCbiEyi WS2j£ t£edisss fcee&zr singing all nr she
tney have alwavs parfSnnedi for tfie efiS sanssJ"sand Anne ©busied *Bi
BfeniiH t&e sirasc, ids etzeip called
The campus was swammis with. shear ftm of it. the Msss,finsre afeo
ten years' worth of Megalomaniacs FCTff 2. rrcrticsmCy ftfeft scmcSKd for up tde afhnnm i£> sing and canes 3d
this weekend-On Saturday afemoon. their music ssd.finr tfeemsdives. E: is "&SW22E EfceansJ" a ^WfecrflnfTn TTrnnre
the group held their terr-year reunion the combination, cf tafart arod tSe o£r- mrremr. I ifsit THr-try 5d gjg amy to
concert in Lorimer Chapel, welcom- fceac. Joyfid: cntnre cdf t&dir . Eecfen- sac&.a.^esHl erasE^ .iES eachfMEg
ing back acd performing fbrtfieMegs rnnncgs; Tftnr fias made tfie Mass so was FviHiiii .'iP ;tnr^ S.D <rj fewr? y s^stHtic
of the "past: The Megalomaniacs, successful over thevears^
The current groups wnra: has 2
TBl2 irrm'Wt- i-".ifli:fiiinl **3 -^fn 3U
Colby's first and only co-ed a cappella.group,held their first show m 1996 whopping LS mesn&es. fore ftesn annEdiE medflsy esf smres feim ihe
and have been entstainnig our com- working tiflrggrrtf y to nrrrft-g t6enr pEt, WEnSE S3 di£Br?y :wmiyg»rl rmir?
rsmibrL show 2i success. Sgiirtfrigtire rnTi-fh"^ t&S2 rffl l .r :i~iiip rmmibss. "*rWe
munity ever sincs.
MegaloraanLi is defiled as a men- craziest fcrfg; tfi^ - coulif. Prnfl , tSe wes Etcced -WO& all 35n3s OTimsmDtal disorder marked "by delusions of group per&nrriaf songs fenn t&air Trj°K wibsii dbry sang aha!nnsdlsy. 3t 5s
grandeurs Perhaps with a. romg [Bee current
cepertoire
as
ZS> S3KESiring m see fee Eronp has Ihe
this, the group was destined to Megalomamhc alums wanned: fiancr- same Dfasl of iSSendshp inmfl -frm and
dfcm no cmE bbLss tSismselvsE 3ud ssncusfrc. St was aihwsjs IHks a Sig ;fznrii}y
and Fun g3id id see al Smsrit changed
tno muishr ©jmKEd said. Ihe ei5>2neace csfbeing nnvrih'ed an such alimecsniamming aicdviy wiffa <^«Hb a
ffTTTtitii-riTTgTTTiTiji ofpeople as irihrihaiile.
As Errarn McGee ~>Q3 acpSained,
"Sums csF nny 5inonhs memories
•ware -wiffa chs Msrnlnrmnrnncs. I
rsiffiy lat'e aibnul Aese people and
wane Biiuipisiis ar> tSiem. Hqs meant
so nmidh."' Be <cnntnrnafl, "l don't
rimfflnihar che irandam yarries ml
Ccilhy bBcniise rfhey jjust -wErsn^t as
?nrjccnraL What 3 <do Temembcr are
ffiiifmnrititpB 1nnade and esrpeclaltfiie
ouu-aaeioEKB n leantow askd
,,,
Teny e a r 'sworth of\legaIcmanLacs
rejoice -at LarimerrChapel.
I^y tih£ 3Jl£CS.

Beer Review

Maine Brewery Fesfe!: Ibe females lake the glory
99 piicoait off Hirdiliw'iE ansriia)) we cumiirjECun aitfbis jpnittt. Anather crcrnadie our way.' to die Alluvuutiii atiiwe cariinc 'Mfiih arnr\De iuivorsand
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talking about Gill "[ will bake vou. • 1«iiilLi »Lidie? :utiiB5iiriilit^ or amj'uif
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Heads' mimbsn, iiINeedaHeroT'
,
5om 7^F•GC^iooss,' was a fentastic
staadnnt, showcasing <*n the women's
Tpocal wnre and dance moves. The
costumes wereaHttac^,but tins can
be ibmvsai since the show was writiSea in "Sje SB's. "Die boy's number,
"'Winnie -dse ?oob,=' was sadly not as
eddjI Il ennsisted of Ranscfa, Adam
SensEn "01,"lata Eulse *07, Robert
OndsrwoDd-Halpem ''OS, Robb
Moxgsn "07 and Tkr-h 2alinger '09
sSHnSig cm stage sarong and holding
Tip si^ns Thnt h?rl vmj uus AA. Milne
£2i2i3Ei2T names 011 them, while
sEEms a. caDsIla.
AaoSier good female number was
¦'SDanrf Mean a Trnng,"whicifa -m^Ac
im Sir -what "Bopae Woogie Bugle
Boy" -«s lacking by having some

impressive swing dancing from Shari
Katz *06 and Zach Frifehand '08.
"Ce31 Block Tango" from Chicago,
winch featured O'Connor, Goodnow,
Katz, Swsnk, C^ttOT and Michelle
Easton '09, was also a crowd fevorite.
The duets :yrere also impressive.
"Metaphor" from "The, Fantastics"
featured Rausch and Cotter It was a
serious song that die angers thankfully didn'ttaketoo seriously. In feet; the
crowd erupted when Rausch sang,
"You are Polaris/You are . . .", then
paused and said, 1forgot my lines."
There was also "You're The Top"featuring Underwood-Halpern and
Kelsey O'Briei '09, and "Come What
May" from "Moulin Rouge," the
director's number .with Rausch and
O'Connor. "Come What May" wasn't
in a Broadway musical, but it would
have easily fit into one.
All the full cast numbers were very
good. The dark number, "What I Did
for Love" from "A Chorus Line,"
wasn't too dark and showed off some
impressive vocal range, especially
from Goodnow. "Summer Nights"
from "Grease"was vibrant and colorfid as Kirsten Davis '07 sang about
her summer fling with a guy 20 minutes outside of Boston (Adam
Newman *07) and the whole cast
chimed in on "tell me more, tell me
more.*5 "42nd Street" ended the show
where it began: on a high note. The
tap dancing choreographed by Katz
was especially impressive, as was the
overall energy from the cast

. Overall, the show had some-good
choices for songs (except "Winnie The
Pooh"), great vocal talent, excellent
choreography, and some;surprisingly
quick costume changes without die
usual two-minute delay betjveen
songs. They may have had to do with
die inter-song sketches that included
renditions of syndicated sitcom theme
songs. This was one 21st birthday that
didn't have people falling, over each
other, and it was near the Pub, which
made it even more impressive:

I
On Screen FrL
1
§Nov.18 throughThurs.Nov.24 i
I
CAPOTE
I R Nightly at 4:50,7:00 and
g 9:10; also,matinees Sat and
1
Sun. at 12:30 and 2:40

I
I
|
|

IGOODNIGHT,AND GOOD I
XUCK
1
I

1 PG Nightly at 5:25, 7:20, and S
§ 9:15; also matinees Sat and |
1
Sun at 1:15 and 3:15
1
I
SHOPGIRL
I R Nightly at 5:05, 7:10 and
| 9:15; alsomatinees Sat and
I
Sun. at 12:55 and 3:00

1
I
1
I

Rock not dead, the Bunny Show is
BrJOHN BEEERUICKE&
.,

SWFrWFOTH?

... _

3t has iesn a week and I am yet
iicansctlalile. I wHI never see another
JFantasfical Bnnny Show at Colby
College, last Friday night, Adam
Sonza '05 edogized one of the most
¦cresfiye, and outlanfish acts._CoIby
.could ever cMm as its own. The end
was rnrterswest, humorous, tmcomSulabJe and anficEmacric, as should
have been expected.
As soon as the flyers went up on
Tuesday morning, I jumped up,
cScked any ieels and ran to my room
to write dowm the 8:60 pjn.advertised
st ail time 3n nry planner slapping and
jjiggEng all the way.The mood at the
show, iowever, was much more
somber Souza, in black tie appropriate for mourning, was greeted around
S:70 ¦p.m. by a throng of dejected
bunny lovers in search of meaning
and guidance. As has been his tendenry in four years of bunny celebration,
Souza provided neither
Tnstnaii}, he provided close to an
hour's worth of entertainment about
dead prostitutes,smack and, of course,
Jesus. He laid on usMs interpretation of
"When the Saints Go Marching In,"
some pieces from the Swans, some
Coltraneand some Veilvet Underground
amidst has original compositions.With
Ihe help of David Stemesky '08 on
rirythm roiitai;Souza lived up to the last
three rimes I've seen him—bouncing
falsetto vocals,ukulele and dectric guitar rifis off the Coffeehouse walls.
And,just in case you thought you had
15m figured out, be played a violent,
trippy 1920s Disney cartoon on the pro-

jection screen behind him throughout
the show.
Whereas last year's Bunny show
seemed to have political undertones,
this year's funeral theme presented
the perfect opportunity for a religious
satire. Souza needed some help from
the audience remembering the biblical parable regarding the camel, the
eye of a needle andyihe gates of heay_en, but when he did he launched into

[Souza] provided close to an
hour 's worth of
entertainment
about dead
prostitutes ,
smack and , of
course , Jesus.
a gut-wrenchingly awkward song
about the afterlife. Souza has apparently not foun d reli gion, but his
songs tell an absurd story of his pursuit thereof. Between Jesus and
Zepher y, the deity advertised on the
flyers,Adam had a lot of ammunition
for spiritual ad-libbing. The bunny
show is so inconsistent that the
improvisational portions fit perfectly
no matter how contrived.
Souza 's stage persona comes off
as something straight out of a Tim
Burton film.He stares into your eyes,
cocking his head to the side and
creaking out puzzling, sometimes

horrifying Iyncs. On his guitar, he
still can wail with the best of them,
and isno chump in terms of his musical- , influences and background.
However, he hides his substantive
musical qualities in such a thick
mask of parody that his skills
become almost invisible. Perhaps he
offered an impromptu explanation at
the end of jthe h,owywj i^^pwpjet- i
^ "Rock' is dead It ,
uated the " mantra
. ,
• ¦ ^
•
• '(i .- ' i:
": :. ' i : l
used to be good, but it's not anymore.
Don't support rock and roll."
hi a show about death, it may have
suited him to make this claim. Farewell
tours do tend to have this sense of
finality. That's part of the reason they ,
are so successfiil, and why Rush does
one almost every year. Souza knows
this. His publicity campaign for die
show was masterfully done, depicting
himself in a bluesy contemplative state,
playing his guitar in a phone booth,
contorting his face in agony and even
being struck by his.guitar.In that sense,
he betrayed himself by being coherent.
There cer tainly is an au d ien ce for
Souza's post-cveiything style here at
Colby. People in the crow d wer e
almost too willing to participate in
the madness. Souza worshippers
won 't have the opportunity to
in d ulge in this wild rumpus again ,
and the Colby music scene will
never be the same. I shudder to think
how mun dane the music lan dscape
could become without the bunnies,
the aliens and the robots. I hope we
see Souza 's work a gain in some
form. He has the vision and the followin g enou gh t o make some serious
commotion. There was something
beautiful about this—I just don't
know what it was.

Movie Review:"Good N ight, and Good Luck":Reporting like we never knew
By¦¦MATT TOOMAS

' STAFFWRITER Y '

>

Whenever I hear Bemie Goldberg
accuse She news media of having a
liberal bias, or Al Pranken accuse
them of having a conservative bias, I
think to myself, ""Wow, can't these
reporters ever catch a break?" But
then, that wouldn't be fair either
because, as most of us have figured
out by now, there is clearly SOMETHING wrong with the media, even
if our differing political orientations
prevent us from agreeing on what it
its. In the lnte-19S0s, however, CBS
anchorman Edmund Murrow may
have been most accurate in his
assessment: "We have a built-in
alleisy *° unpleasant information,
and our media reflects that"
Murrow and his truth-seeking
approach lo joumtdi&m is the subject

of "Good Night, and Good Luck ,"
Georgef • ¦ .Clponey's
. latest
'directorial/screenwriting outing. Ihe
movie, titled after Morrow's famous
sign-off line on his show "Sec it
Now!1", recounts the efforts of the
renowned newscaster (played here
by David Strathairn) and his producer Fied Friendly (played by Clooney)
in their oft-publicized campaign to
expose tlie wrong doings of Senator
Joseph McCarthy during the "Re d
Seme" of the 1950s.
Going up against McCarthy was
tantamount to character assassination in the early-1950s , yet Murrow
is able to casually sit back and
smoke a cigarette while he recounts
tlie facts in front of the camera,
always appearing confident and
undeterred. By retaining his composure in front of his audiences at all
times, Miurow quickly asserts credibility over the lying bully. When

McCarthy is given a chance to

refute him on "See It Now,", he Js
clearly nervous and can 't do much

except toss out empty accusations
and threats. Unlike McCarthy,
Murrow fully appreciates the power
of television , an d he employs this
then-fledgling medium to his advantage. It was McCarthy's appearance
on "See It Now" that led to a massive decline in his popularity.
Strathairn almost perfectly replicates
Murrow 's
on-camern
demeanor , from his trademark cigarette down to tlie most subtle facial
expressions. He also captures
Murrow 's off-camera struggles (the
stress almost makes him age prematurely...visiblyso). But the best "performance " of tlie movie comes frpm
Joe McCar
thy playing...well, himself. Clooney exercised very prudent
Continued on Page 7

Becoming fake: A Van Aken encounter

SIPOTLIBUT ©M THE ARTS

Ryland Brooks ' *07J

By STEVEN WEINBERG
EDfTQR HI CKSF

Does rt make any difference who
is driving the BMW when yon
watch MTV's "Laguna Beadf enFox's "The OC? Past an understanding that "Laguna Beadf is a
reality show and that "The OC is
ght as weS fee the same
fiction, it mi
airbrushed California youths taking
the "Saved by the BelT*paradigm to
stratospherictax brackets.
The two shows present "fake"and
"reaT* 'versions of the same stray
lines.And, while admittedly "Laguna
Beach"is not all that real in the wider
scheme of things, it is <fiW {assented
as such. The success of the twomelodramas pointsto morethan our gessralion'shsalihyobsession wife fee Edi
E sfiows-iiow subjective undscstandims of real and feie are, that to the
¦viewer the dsfecticQ does not always
TTtatrt* Ihirt- rrmcfa of a eTiffesvnos

Sam. van Aken's installation
"Becoming," part of the Colby
Museum of Art's second pnmral
emerging artist exhibition Cuments2,
shares this ambivaleace towards the
value of reality. Tbe work is the
product of theartist spending more
than two years carefully reconstmcting Richard Dreyfus*ciisracter in the
1977 film Close Encounters of the
Third Kind. For these two years Van
Aken has traveled across the country
to locations featured in the film, he
has changed his own appearance,
and now aided 159 at Colby rebuilding scenes and elements from the
Sim in an effort to recreate who
Dreyfus was in the movie.
He is being what is not reaL But,
as a real person, he is making it
more real than the movie ever was.
The only problem is, ihe movie
itself; like The OC," is fiction. So,
as he pointed out viksnI spoke with
Mm last Monday as he was building
Ms installation, fee can never set it

NOAH BAUZS/THE COUBY ECHO

Installationartist SamvanAken
tests absurd realityat Colby College.
quite right Hammering this point
In,the installation featurestwo television screens in the gallery showing side-by-side footage of Dreyfus
and VanAken performing the same
"Close
scenes
throughout
Encounters" in their respective settings. In jumbotron juxtaposition,
one can watch the artist in a vain
attemptto make himself fake.
It's about that f ailure," he
described to me, laughing.
As he continued to explain how he
envisionsthe completed installation,
he kept on using the word "absurd"
And by this he meant his performance is consciously over-the-top.If
he were reemacting the Dreyfus'role,
wife Has museum performance element omitted, one might call him
insane. He would be, in his words,
sort of a Don Quixote figure. But
Instead of rescuing towns from windmills that he thinks are dragons, Van
Aken has been livi ng someone else's
life and trying to convince himself
that it is Ms. He can't do ft, so he is
sharingthis failure wife us.
¦\%n Aken has shared this failure to
convincingly divorce reality from
fiction in his past installation works
such as, "The Multiple Deaths of
Willem Dafoe." This work featured

black and white television screens
playing loops of scenes from Dafoe's
films where he dies. Along with the
screens, funeral arrangements adorn
the room, grounding the fiction
deaths in a real setting. VanAken has
described this work as an attempt to
bring closure to the untimely deaths
of someone who is still alive.
Unfortunately, by rep eating the
death scen es on a loop there can
never be any closure.
The unanswerable aspect of his
work brings me back to "Laguna
Beach." One of the best parts of
watching the show is wondering:
these people are living absurdly lavish lives; is this really real? As a nonregular viewer and with assurances
from The Echo's more well-versed
A&E editor Julie Wilson, that
"Laguna Beach" was at least filmed
with real people, I am still not sure.
However, that does not mean I want
an answer.This open question, can we
trust the performance that it is real or
fake, is central to both the show's
allure and VanAken's installation.
"Becoming" opens with a reception in fee museum lobby Sunday,
Nov. 20, 2-4:30 p.m. Van Aken will
give a talk Tuesday,Nov. 29 at 5 p.m.

u
li strated by her daughter Florence

"Mystery on Mena Mountain" by
Julie Grioux-West. These pieces,
both written by American-born
women, served tb'highlight the talent
of classical female composers. The
Wind Ensemble handled both works
of art magnificently.
The last piece of the night,
"Titanic" by James Horner, was an
interesting choice of conclusion.
"Titanic" features a compilation of
song popular by fee Paramount and
Twentieth Century Fox Motion
Picture ' "Titanic," such as
"Southampton," "Take Her To Sea,"
to
"Mr.
Murdoch," "Hard
Starboard" and, of course, "My
Heart Will Go On."Thomas pointed
out the irony and problematic connotations of the phrase "Women and
Children First" in relation to the
piece: on the ship the Titanic,
women and children were escorted
into rescue boats first leaving many
poor passengers to drown with the
sinking vessel. The Wind Ensemble
handled the emotion of "Titanic"
brilliantly—they truly brought the
hardship of the sinking vessel to life
in music; however, some members
of the audience—and of the ensemble—couldn't help but be amused
by the over-played stanzas of "My
Heart Will Go On."
Although the Colby Wind
Ensemble is not scheduled to perform
on their own until April 15, be sure to
check out upcoming Music at Colby
performances such as "Collegium
Musicum" (Nov. 19) and Colby
Symphony,Orchestra (Dec. 3).

A celebration for women and children
By JULIE WHSOIfl
ASSEDWQH

I 'v,l&'e£cite& to' SicSr-ofif ~my
Saturday night last weekend"with
something I had never taken the
chance to witness before: a performance by fee Colby Wind Ensemble.
The chapel is not exactly the place
you think of w&ai hrading out on a
Saturday night, but somehow it
seemed appropriate for the "Wind
Ensemble's latest performance
"Wbmm and Children First" After
hiking up the long,white staircase to
the balcony and sqimmmg my way
into a searbetwesa friends, I gazed
down upoa the' wide anay of instalments held poissd to'the musicians'
lips: feare were ckrineJs, trombones,
trumpets, o&aes, flutes, percussion
mstramsns;saxophones and one veiy
targe tufia. From the sight of my fellow students asd professorsalone all
gatharedtogaher to czeale one beautiful night ofrmsffc, I fcoew it would be
a pertormznoeto remember.
ConductodMusie professor Enc
Thomas took the stage and 00mmaafed the aidiarces* attention with
a brief iEtro&aotion. "The program
began with "Prelude and Fugue in D
Minor"by IS. Badi and then transitioned nicely in Claude Debussy's
"Cclliwogg's Cakewalk."It was with
Debussy's piece that the audience
was Inttodmoed to the theme of the
night."Wtom-en and Children First"
"GoElivrogg's Cakewalk," a traditional children's piano piece, is
rnugjuy.kgisd on a series of chiJdren
stories written by Botha Upton and

Uptown in fee 1890s.
Thomas introduced fee next pieced
"Ccihceitinq''hy GecUeChaminadej by
casing 'attention to ' one "of bis 'most
prized students, Barbara Hough '06,
who performed a flute solo in fee piece.
This piece was particularly delightful.
Hough's four years wife Thomas definitely shined through in her talent and
ability to handle the flute.
The first half of the program concluded with a very unusual performance. "I wondered, What would it
be like if music was treated like a
sports* event?" Thomas began.
From this pondering, the members
of the audience knew they,were in
for a treat The Ensemble went on to
play "Symphony No. 5 in C Minor"
by Ludwig Beefeoven-with the help
of Music Professor Paul Machlin
and Music Professor Marshall
Fulbright who narrated the piece in
the form of a televised sports cast
Machlin and Marshall commented
on everything from clarinet slip-ups
to the rising and falling of crescendos and decrescendos. Although this
was an interesting idea, I couldn't
help but be distracted by the simultaneous reporting. It seemed feat I
was only half able to hear what
Fulbright and Machlin were saying,
and half able to listen to the actual
piece; however, I give both the
Ensemble and the professors props
for testing out litis unique idea.
After a brief intermission, the Wind
Ensemble dove into two pieces by
female composers: "Magneticfircflics"
by Augusta Read Thomas and

MOVIE: "BundNight, andfiood Luck ": ClooneydoesMurrowjustice
Cooiinued From Page6
judjmMnl wfoen he decided to use
actual trfevised footage of McCarthy.
fee same footage ihu Murrow himself m«d in real life to point out the
senator's contradictoiy logic.
Certainly,no-body can claim feat the
filra postrays McGinby inaccurately.
As director and screenwriter,
Ooooey stemsto be quite familiar
with ttEevicoa studios during this
period (aci sarnoi&e; his father was a
aewssasSar in Cincinnati). The movie
is filmed in black-and-white and
rarely moves ibeymd fee CBS newsroom.mtrriUinicg a feeling ol1realistic rffimwfaiicy (xod modest) .audiences
will LmygJj J* the hsaany advertising

second semester...and a month into
fee semester I started seeing her—•'
A&E EDITOR
she has' an amazing voice," Brooks
went on, "...yeah, it was a little
They're lovable, they're charm-:
Megs' love."
irigi they're the'friendliest blue-eyed
The Colby arts soon lost Brooks
brothers at Colby; feey *re...fee
¦again in his first semester of junior
Brooks brothers. Ryland Brooks '07J
year, when he traveled abroad to fee
and his older brother. Grey Brooks
northern part of west Bengal, India
from ' > Wellesiey,
'07, hail
for a semester and completed all
Massachusetts, where they both
three of his language requirements.
began their career in the musical and
When he returned to fee states,howvisual arts: Grey, working mostly
ever, Brooks wasn't quite ready to
wife the studio arte, and Ry experireturn to; the Hill, rather he
ritenting more with his voice.
embarked on a rather unique and
However, whilst Grey has displayed
exciting journey: hiking the
an immense amount of talent in
Appalachian Trail wife brother Grey
Colby 's art department his younger
and two of their closest
brother Ry is this week's feafriends. "[Junior year] wias
tured Spotlight Artist
a weird haif-breed of
Ry Brooks began bis singing
school and messed ^up
career in fifth grade in hismidthings feat made me really
dle school's Mandatory Choir,
dirty for a long time,"
under conductor "Mr. Collins."
Brooks explained about not
"We also learned how to play
being able to hop in a 21st
the xylophone, which was
century shower from
completely
arbitrary...Mr.
March to August 2006.
Collins was actually really
As intended, Brooks
creepy," Brooks commented
returned to . Colby tHis
with a friendly laugh.
September to rejoin the
Despite this strange conMegs and complete his
ductor, Brooks later went on
. physics major by January
to sing under conductor Anne
2007. In addition to
Marie Tremblay at Wellesiey
NOAH BALAZS/THE COIBY ECHO
'
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0
7.
Ryland
Brooks
Brooks' return, this ~ year
High and, thus, began his first
year of high school in an "unaudi- at Colby, however, Mayflower Hill marked a important date for the
tioned, all-dude choir." "Leaving almost missed their chance to.expe- Megalomaniacs: their 10th anniverfreshman year, my voice had not yet rience Brooks' tenor-turned-bass sary. In celebration of this special
changed. I was 4'5 wait—S'S," he voice. "I hate auditioning...a lot". year, the Megs held their , 10th
began, smiling, "I was like 3 feet he commented, when I asked him anniversary concert this past
tall. ...Then, when I came back my about his experiences with singing Saturday, Nov. 12. Humble as ewer,
sophomore year I was 5'10 or so, after high school, "So freshman Brooks commented, '"I heard from a
and my voice -was as low as it is year I didn't audition for any- couple people that it sounded pretty
now."
thing—but I really missed singing!" okay." He then went on to exclaim,
With a new voice and tall stature, It was because of his love of the "My brother comes to all of fee conBrooks auditioned his way into voice that Christoph Nguyen '06 of certs—I think he's missed one since
"Rice Street," an 18-person jazz the Megalomaniacs was able to con- I started singing."
Always an excellent singer, a
choir. Brooks made sure to mention vince Brooks to audition for fee
that Wellesiey High is also home to Megs in the fall of his sophomore great brother and a loved "member of
a few other featured artists year. "He signed me up for a time fee Colby community (and, let's not
and...err...swimmers, who took part slot and personally taught me the forget Johnson residence hall where
he resides as one of the two fabulous
in "Rice Street": Varsity Swimmer, audition piece," Brooks explained.
Chris DeSantis '06 and beloved
It was wife the Megs that Brooks head residents), Ry Brooks will conColby 8 member Ethan Abensohn not only began to experiment with tinue to wow us and shine all
'07. Who knew that Tremblay was his new deep, bass voice, but he also throughout his next year here on
coaching two future Colby a cappel- met his current girlfriend , Mary Mayflower Hill.
Medlin '05, who was also a Megs
la stars?
'. It'v/as also in Brooks' sbpftoniore singer at the time.""Mary came back'
year at Wellesiey that he sang, "the
only solo I've ever had in my life
.until this year." This "premier solo
was Bonny Banks' "O' Loch
Lomond," a Scottish folk song,' or
what you might remember from
your childhood as "Oh! You take the
high road and/ I'll take the low roadV
And I'll be in Scotland afore ye/But
me and my true love/ Will never
meet again/ On the bonnie, bonnie
banks of Loch Lomond." Brooks
continued on with "Rice Street "and
his high school's all-male choir
throughout his junior ' and senior
years, k Upon entering into his first year

By JUIJE WILSON

of the 1950s commercials seen
throughout). But most significantly,
Clooney seems to be aware thnt journalists aren't reporting news fee way
feey could be. "Good Night, and
Good Luck" is not just about
confrontation
with
Murrow's
McCarthy; it is also about the oftwasted potential of television journalism to promote social awareness.
Why it is that reporters are more
interested in appealing to emotion
rather than fact (left—or right-wing
bias aside)? Clooney hints at the
answer. In addition to McCarthy,
Murrow and Friendly must deal with
CBS founder William Paley (Frank
Langella). Although Paliey wants to
stand by them, he is under pressure
from corporate sponsors who don't

like "See It Now" because it doesn't
appeal to prime time audiences. This
desire for entertainment rather than
good reporting is the reason why
men such as Murrow are sadly in
short supply to this day. •
It's rather frustrating to think that
television journalism could provide an
outlet for civil discourse, yet it is
instead an outlet for exploitation.
"Good Night nnd Good Luck", however, portrays a journalist who was daring and intelligent enough to
demonstrate these possibilities, and in
fee process defeated a corrupt politician who seemed unstoppable at the
time. Too bad that seems almost
unfathomable today, butthank Clooney
for doing Murrowjusti ce here.

CD Re v iew
Clap yourhands say yeah clap your hands say yeah
By TODD OLMSTEAD
STAFF WRITER

If I were you, I would be sick of
hearing me spout off about record
label politics and "indie this" or
"major label that" every week, so in
honor of feat I promise that I won't
mention the name of a single record
label in this week's column.
Consider it a favor.
And listen closely, as I tell you
about Brooklyn quintet Clap Your
Hands Say Yeah. Their self-titled
debut was self-released this summer
and is getting a lot of attention for a
band with no monetary backing.
They've been gradually pressing
more copies as demand and money
allows, and I think this is really
freakin' cool, considering tlmt this is
not some crappy band in your
hometown, but a band that will
probably make some critics' end of
year best records list •(Pitchfork
loved this record, for example).
This is one of the quirkiest
records I've heard in a long time.
The first song, "Clap Your Hands!,"
opens tlie album like a Depressionera spectacle, with a carnival
announcer commanding that the
audience clap their hands, while a
seemingly inebriated audience
resists: "But I feel so lonely / but it
won't do nothing / But I have no
money / But it don't seem like ' me".
This is backed by a sparse organ that
sounds like it was resuscitated from

the precipice of death in order to
create the first track (think "The
Ugly Organ" without the rage).
It's difficult to pin down the
rest of fee album. The sound is
definitively lo-fi, but not in the
Strokes' way. Yes, there's "artistic intent" there, but I don 't
know that their monetary situation would have allowed them to
have anything else. I've heard
them compared to the Talking
Heads, but this isn't nearly new
Clap Vour Hands Say ttmh
wave enough. I've also heard
Clap Your Hands Say Yeah
them compared to Neutral Milk
Hotel, and I think lead singer
Alec Ounsworth sounds dnink untouched by the industry. Sure, fee
enough sometimes to make the influences are present Ounsworth
comparison appropriate ; he effec- does his best Paul Banks (of
tively channels Jeff Mangum 's Interpol) impression on "The Skin
slur, but the music isn't folky, so I of My Yellow Country Teeth," and
think that analogy isn 't really every time I listen to "Is This
Love?" I expect the chorus to go
working either.
Aside from the vocals, there's into "Happiness Is a Warm Gun"by
not a lot I would call signature to the Beatles, but maybe that's what
this album or this band. They break makes this band so original.
out the harmonica (ironically) on
There's so much here, and fee
songs like "Heavy Metal," which best part about it all is that I know
is driven by a fuzzed-iip bass, but that there is no record label telling
that song couldn 't be more differ- them to write a hit They arc really
ent from "Blue Turning Gray," making music because they love it
which sounds like an instrumental and not worried about how many
record s they sell (the original
Nick Drake tune.
It's really refreshing to hear a pressing of "CYHSY" was 200
band that 1 feel can't be pigeon- copies), and maybe I'm just naive,
holed. Sure, they're "indie," but I or maybe I'm a romantic, but it's
don't find them fitting into any just good to know that there are
description that I could pin on any bands that are doing this for themnumber of other just as good bands. selves, and not for anyone else.
It seems to me that they've been
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Becoming fake: A,Vaj i Aken encounter
By STEVEN WEINBERG
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Does it make any difference who
is driving the BMW when you
watch MTV's "Laguna Beach" or
FOX's "The OC"? Past an understanding that "Laguna Beach" is a
reality show and feat "The OC" is
fiction, it might as well be the same
airbrushed California youths taking
the "Saved by the Bell" paradigm to
stratospheric tax brackets.
The two shows present "fake" and
"real" Versions of the same story
NOAH 8ALAZS/THE COLBY ECHO
lines.And, while admittedly "Laguna
Installation artist Sam van Akentests absurd reality at Colby College.
Beach" is not all that real in the wider
scheme of things, it is still presented
as such. The success of fee two melo- quite right. Hammering this point black and white television screens
dramas points to more than our gener- in, the installation features two tele- playing loops of scenes from Dafoe's
ation's healthy obsession with fee rich. vision screens in the gallery show- films where he dies. Along wife the
It shows how subjective understand- ing side-by-side footage of Dreyfus screens, funeral arrangements adorn
ings of real and fake are, that to fee and Van Aken performing the same the room, grounding the fiction
"Close deaths in a real setting. VanAken has
throughout
viewer the distinction does not always scenes
Encounters" in their respective set- described this work as an attempt to
make that much of a difference.
Sam van Aken's installation tings. In jumbotron juxtaposition, bring closure to the untimely deaths
"Becoming," part of the Colby one can watch the artist in a vain of someone who is still alive.
Unfortunately, by repeating the
Museum of Art's second annual attempt to make himself fake.
emerging artist exhibition Currents2,
"It's about that failure," he death scenes on a loop there can
never be any closure.
shares this ambivalence towards the described to me, laughing.
The unanswerable aspect of his
As he continued to explain how he
value of reality. The work is the
product of the artist spending more envisions the completed installation, work brings me back to "Laguna
than two years carefully reconstruct- he kept on using the word "absurd." Beach." One of fee best parts of
ing Richard Dreyfus 'character in the And by this he meant his perfor- watching the show is wondering:
1977 film Close Encounters of the mance is consciously over-the-top. If these people are living absurdly lavThird Kind. For these two years Van he were reenacting the Dreyfus' role, ish lives; is this really real? As a nonAken has traveled across the country with this museum performance ele- regular viewer and with assurances
to locations featured in the film , he ment omitted, one might call him from The Echo's more well-versed
has changed his own appearance, insane. He would be, in his words, A&E editor Julie Wilson, that
and now ended up at Colby rebuild- sort of a Don Quixote figure. But "Laguna Beach" was at least filmed
ing scenes and elements from the instead of rescuing towns from wind- with real people, I am still not sure.
film in an effort to recreate who mills feat he thinks are dragons, Van However, that does not mean I want
Dreyfus was in the movie.
Aken has been living someone else's an answer. This open question, can we
He is being what is not real. But, life and trying to convince himself trust the performance that it is real or
as a real person, he is making it that it is his. He can't do it so he is fake, is central to both the show's
allure and Van Aken's installation.
more real than the movie ever was. sharing this failure wife us.
"Becoming" opens with a recepVanAken has shared this failure to
The only problem is, the movie
itself, like "The OC," is fiction. So, convincingly divorce reality from tion in the museum lobby Sunday,
as he pointed out when I spoke with fiction in his past installation works Nov. 20, 2-4:30 p.m. Van Aken will
him last Monday as he was building such as, "The Multiple Deaths of give a talk Tuesday, Nov. 29 at 5 p.m.
his installation, he can never get it Willem Dafoe." This work featured

A celebration for women and children

illustrated by her daughter Florence
A&E EDITOR
Uptown in the 1890s.
Thomas introduced fee next piece,
I wa£ 'elicited to' kick'' off my "Concertino"by Gecile Chaminade; by
Saturday night last weekend with calling attention to one of his most
something I had never taken the prized students, Barbara Hough '06,
chance to witness before: a perfor- who performed a flute solo in the piece.
mance by the Colby Wind Ensemble. This piece was particularly delightful.
The chapel is not exactly the place Hough's four years with Thomas defiyou think of when heading out on a nitely shined through in her talent and
¦
Saturday night, but somehow it ability to handle the flute.
The first half of the program conseemed appropriate for the Wind
Ensemble's latest performance cluded with a very unusual perfor"Women and Children Fust." After mance. "1 wondered, What would it
hiking up the long, white staircase to be like if music was treated like a
the balcony and squirming my way sports' event?" Thomas began.
into a seat between friends , I gazed From this pondering, the members
down upon fee' wide array of instru- of the audience knew they were in
ments held poised to 'the musicians' for a treat. The Ensemble went on to
lips: there were clarinets, trombones, play "Symphony No. 5 in C Minor"
trumpets, oboes, flutes, percussion by Ludwig Beethoven-with the help
instruments, saxophones and one very of Music Professor Paul Machlin
large tuba. From the sight, of my fel- and Music Professor Marshall
low students and professors alone all Fulbright, who narrated the piece in
gathered together to create one beauti- the form of a televised sports cast
ful night of music, 1 knew it would be Mac h lin an d Mar shall commen ted
a performance to remember.
on everything from clarinet slip-ups
Conductor/Music professor Eric to the rising and falling of crescenThomas took the stage and com- dos and decrescendos. Although this
manded the audiences' attention with was an interesting idea, I coul d n 't
a brief introduction. The program help but be distracted by the simulbegan with "Prelude and Fugue in D taneous reporting. It seemed that 1
Minor" by J.S. Bach and then transi- was only half able to hear what
tioned nicely in Claude Debussy's Ful b ri gh t an d Machlin w ere sayin g,
"Golliwogg's Cakewalk." It was with and half able to listen to the actual
Debussy's piece that the audience piece; however, I give both the
was introduced to fee theme of the Ensemble and the professors props
night, "Women and Children First." for testing out this unique idea.
"Golliwogg 's Cakewalk," a tradiAfter a brief intermission, the Wind
tional children's piano piece, is Ensem bl e dov e in to two pieces by
rouglily.based on a series of children femal e com poser s: "Magneticfircflics"
stories written by Bertha Upton and by Augusta Read Thomas and

By JULIE WILSON

"Mystery on Mena Mountain" by
Julie Grioux-West. These pieces,
both written by American-born
women, served to highlight the talent
of classical female composers. The
Wind Ensemble handled both works
of art magnificently.
The last piece of the night,
"Titanic" by James Homer, was an
interesting choice of conclusion.
"Titanic" features a compilation of
song popular by the Paramount and
Twentieth Century Fox Motion
Picture
"Titanic," such
as
"Southampton," "Take Her To Sea,"
"Mr.
Murdoch ," "Hard
to
Starboard" and , of course, "My
Heart Will Go On." Thomas pointed
out the irony and problematic connotations of the phrase "Women and
Children First in relation to the
piece: on the ship the Titanic,
w omen an d chil d ren were escorte d
into rescue boats first , leaving many
poor passengers to drown with the
sinking vessel. The Wind Ensemble
handled the emotion of "Titanic"
b rillian t ly—they truly brought the
hardship of the sinking vessel to life
in mu sic ; however , some member s
of the audience—and of the ensemble—couldn 't help but be amused
by the over-played stanzas of "My
Heart Will Go On."
Although the Colby Wind
Ensem ble is no t schedule d to p erform
on t heir own un t il April 15 , be sure to
check out upcoming Music at Colby
performanc es such as "Collegium
Mu sicum " (Nov. 19) and Colby
Symphony. Orchestra (Dec. 3).

MOVIE: "GoodNight, and GoodLuck ": Clooneydoss Murrowjustice
Continued From Page 6
judgment when he decided to use
actual televised footage of McCarthy,
tlie same footage that Murrow himself used in real life to point out the
senator 's
contradictory
logic.
Certainly, nobody can claim that the
film portrays McCarthy inaccuratel y.
As director and screenwriter ,
Clooney seems to be quite familiar
wife television studios during this
period (no surprise; his father was a
newscaster in Cincinnati). The movie
is filmed in black-and-white and
rarely moves beyond fee CBS newsr oom , maintaining a feeling of realistic immediacy (and modem audiences
will laugh at the hanimy advertising

of t he 1 95 0s commer cials seen

throughout). But most significantly,
Clooney seems to be aware that journa l ist s aren 't reporting news the way
they could be. "Good Night , and
Good Luck" is not just about
confrontation
with
Murro w 's
McCarthy; it is also about the oftwasted potential of television journalism to promote social awareness.
Why it is that reporters arc more
interested in appealing to emotion
rath er than fact (left—or right-wing
bias aside)? Clooney hints at the
answer. In addition to McCarthy,
Murrow an d Friendly must deal with
CBS foun der William Pal ey (Frank
Langella). Although Paley wants to
stand by them, he is un der pressur e
fro m cor p orat e sponsors wh o d on 't

like See I t Now " because it doesn 't
appeal to prime time audiences. This
desire for entertainment rather than
good reporting is the reason why
men such as Murr ow arc sad ly in
short supply to this day. ¦
It 's rather frustrating to think that
television journalism could provide an
outlet for civil discourse, yet it is
instead an outlet for exploitation.
"Good Night , and Good Luck", however , portrays a journalist who was daring and intelligent enough to
demonstrate these possibilities, an d in
the process defeated n corrupt politician who seemed unstoppable at the
time. Too bad that seems almost
unfathomable today, but thank Clooney
for doing Murrow justice here.

V I^land B
year at Wellesiey feat he sang, "the second semester...and a month into
only solo I've ever had in my life fee semester I started seeing her-—
A&E EDITOR
until this year." This premier solo she has an amazing voice," Brooks
They'r e lovable , they're charmr was Bonn y Bank s' "OY Loch went on, "...yeah, it was a little
irig, they're the 'frien dliest blue-eyed Lomond," a Scottish folk song,' or Megs'love."
The Colby arts soon lost Brooks
brothers at Colby; they're...the what you might remember from
Brooks brothers. Ryland Brooks '07J your childhood as "Oh!You take the again in his first semester of junior
and his older brother, Grey Brooks high road and/ I'll take fee low road/ year, when he traveled abroad to the
.'07,7
hail
from
TWellesleyy And I'll be in Scotland afore ye/ But northern part of west Bengal, India
Massachusetts, where they both me and my true love/ Will never for a semester and completed all
began their career in the musical and meet again/ On the bonnie, bonnie three of his language requirements.
visual arts: Grey, working mostly banks of Loch Lomond." Brooks When he returned to fee states, howwith the studio arts, and Ry experi- continued on with "Rice Street," and ever, Brooks wasn't quite ready to
menting more with his voice. his high school's all-male choir return to the : Hill, ra ther he
However, whilst Grey has displayed throughout his junior and senior embarked on a rather unique and
exciting journey: hiking the
anf immense amount of talent in years: '
Cqlby?s art department, his younger
Upon entering into his first year Appalachian Trail wife brother Grey
and two of their closest
bro ther Ry is this week 's feafriends. "[Junior year] was
tured Spotlight Artist.
a weird half-breed of
Ry Brooks began his singing
school and messed-up
career in fifth grade in his midthings that made me really
dle school's M andatory Cho ir,
dirty for a long time,"
un der conductor "Mr. Collins."
Brooks explained about not
"We also learned how to play
being able to hop in a 21st
the xy lophon e, which was
century
shower from
completely
arbitrary...Mr.
March
to
August
2006.
Collins was actually really
Brooks
As
intended,
creepy," Brooks commen ted
returned
to
Colby
this
with a friendly laugh.
September to rejoin fee
Despite this strange conMegs and complete his
ductor, Brooks later went on
physics major by January
to sing under conductor Anne
2007. In addition to
Marie Tremblay at Wellesiey
NOAH BAIAZS/THE COLBY ECHO
'
Brooks' return, this year
High and, thus, began his first Ry land Brooks '07;
year of high school in an "unaudi- at Colby, however, Mayflower Hill marked a important date for the
tioned, all-dude choir." "Leaving almost missed their chance to. expe- Megalomaniacs: their 10th anniverfreshman year, my voice had not yet rience Brooks' tenor-turned-bass sary. In celebration of this special
changed. I was 4'5 wait—5'5," he voice. "I hate auditioning...a lot" year, the Megs held their 10th
began, smiling, "I was like 3 feet he commented, when I asked him anniversary concert this past
tall. ...Then, when I came back my about his experiences with singing Saturday, Nov. 12. Humble as ever,
sophomore year I was 5'10 or so, after high school, "So freshman Brooks commented, "I heard from a
and my voice was as low as it is year I didn't audition for any- couple people that it sounded pretty
how."
thing—but I really missed singing!" okay." He then went on to exclaim,
With a new voice and tall stature, It was because of his love of fee "My brother comes to all of the conBrooks auditioned his way into voice feat Christoph Nguyen '06 of certs—I think he's missed one since
"Rice Street," an 18-person jazz the Megalomaniacs was able to con- I started singing."
Always an excellent singer, a
choir. Brooks made sure to mention vince Brooks to audition for the
that Wellesiey High is also home to Megs in the fall of his sophomore great brother and a loved member of
a few other featured artists year. "He signed me up for a time fee Colby community (and, let's not
and...err...swimmers, who took part slot and personally taught me the forget Johnson residencehall where
he resides as one of the two fabulous
in "Rice Street": Varsity Swimmer, audition piece," Brooks explained.
Chris DeSantis '06 and beloved
It was with fee Megs feat Brooks head residents), Ry Brooks will conColby 8 member Ethan Abensohn not only began to experiment with tinue to wow us and shine all
'07. Who knew that Tremblay was his new deep, bass voice, but he also throughout his next year here on
coaching two future Colby a cappel- met his current girlfriend , Mary Mayflower Hill.
Medlin '05, who was also a Megs
la stars?
; It was also in Brooks' sophomore singer at the time. "Mary came back

By JULIE WILS ON

CD Revsew
Clap your hands say yeah clap yourhands say yeah
By TODD OLMSTEAD
STAFF WRITER

If I were you, I would be sick of
hearing me spout off about record
label politics and "indie this" or
"major label that" every week, so in
honor of that, I promise that I won't
mention the name of a single record
label in this week's column.
Consider it a favor.
And listen closely, as I tell you
about Brooklyn quintet Clap Your
Hands Say Yeah. Their self-titled
debut was self-released this summer
and is getting a lot of attention for a
band with no monetary backing.
They've been gradually pressing
more copies as demand and money
allows, and I think this is really
freakin' cool, considering that this is
not some crappy band in your
hometown, but a band that will
probably make some critics' end of
year best records list (Pitchfork
loved this record , for exam ple).
This is one of the quirkiest
recor ds I' ve heard in a long time.
The first song, "Clap Your Hands!,"
opens the album like a Depressionera spec t acle , with a carnival
announcer commandin g that the
au d ienc e clap t heir hands , while a
seemin gly ine b riated au d ien ce
resists: "But I feel so lonely / but it
won 't do nothing / But 1 have no
money / But it don 't seem like me".
This is backed by a sparse organ that
sounds like it was resuscitated from

the precipice of death in order to
create the first track (think "The
Ugly Organ" without the rage).
It's difficult to pin down the
rest of the album. The sound is
definitively lo-fi , but not in the
Strokes' way. Yes, there's "artistic intent" there, but I don 't
know that their monetary situation would have allowed them to
have anything else. I've heard
them compared to the Talking
Heads, but this isn't nearly new
Clap Your Hands Say Yeah
wave enough. I've also heard
Clap Your Hands Say Yeah
them compared to Neutral Milk
Hotel, and I think lead singer
Alec Ounsworth sounds drunk untouched by the industry. Sure, fee
enough sometimes to make the influences are present. Ounsworth
comparison appropriate; he effec- does his best Paul Banks (of
tivel y chann els Jeff Man gum 's In ter p ol) im pres si on on "The Skin
slur, but the music isn't foiky, so I of My Yellow Country Teeth," and
think that analogy isn 't really every time I listen to "Is This
Love?" I expect fee chorus to go
working either.
Aside from the vocals, there s into "Ha pp ines s I s a Warm Gun " by
not a lot I would call signature to the Beatles, but maybe that's what
this al bum or this band. They break makes this band so original.
There's so much here, and the
out the harmonica (ironically) on
songs like "Heavy Metal ," which best part about it all is that I know
is driven by a fuzzed-up bass, but that there is no record label telling
that song couldn 't be more differ- them to write a hit They are really
ent from "Blue Turning Gray," making music because they love it
which sounds like an ins t rumen t al and not worried about how many
record s they sell (the original
Nick Drake tunc.
It's really r efre shin g t o hear a pressing of "CYHSY" was 200
band that I feel can't be pigeon- copies), and maybe I'm just naYvc,
holed. Sure, they 're "indie," but I or maybe I' m a r oman t ic, but it 's
don't fin d them fitting into any just good to know that there are
description that I could pin on any bands that are doing this for themnumber of other just as good bands. selves, and not for anyone else.
It seems to me that they've been
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Squash looks to build on. last y ear s success
The women's team will be looking
lineup." Amit Gaind '06 will be returnto
fill a lot of holes this year after losing to the team this year after a one year
STAFFWRITER
ing many of its
stint at Dartmouth
starting
players
College. The team
from
last
year.
Julia
The Colby men's and women's will also get some
Benedict
'05,
Nikki
squash teams will' both be looking to help wife the return of
Patel
'05 and
have a successful year, just as they did Andy Carr '07, who
Rachel
Luskin
'05
in the 2004-2005 season. The men fin- will'be back with the
will all be missed as
ished ranked 17th in the country and fee team in January and
they were lost to
women finished ranked 14th. The should have a signifigraduation. This
men's team will be looking to improve cant impact in the
year's
team will be
starting
lineup.
success.
The
team
will
be
on last year's
led
by
Captain
The
team
will
'06
and
led by Captains Nate Stone
Emilie
Slack
'06.
open
their
season
on
Todd Basnight '06. The loss of Ryan
Petro
Stacey
'08,
Dec.
4
in
Boston
Phelan '05 and Trevor McWilliams '05,
who played in the
who played in the number one ' and where they will play
number
one posiand
number two spots for the Mules last MIT
,
last
season,
tion
year, will be tough to replace. They will N o r t h e a s t e r n
Mark Biggar '07
will
be
returning
to
The
tie looking to fill some of these spots University.
Player
the
team
as
well.
with'first-years as well as some veter- Mules should not be
Other impact playans who will be asked to step up into tested at this event
ers
who
will
be
returning
to the Mules
'
higher spots in the order. "We have a as both these teams finished last seafrom
last
season
are juniors
good core group of freshman joining us son ranked well below Colby. The line up
1
Lindsay
Snyder.
this year," said Mark Biggar '07. "We Mules will play their first match at Kate Dziedzic and
will be counting on freshmen Jake home on" Jan. 7 against Williams The team will be looking for big conLeiby and Steve Holt to make some sig- College, which finished last season tributions from all of these returning
players in order to continue the success
nificant , contributions to our starting ranked tenth in the country.

By DAN SCHUPACK

We have a good
core of freshmen joining us
this year. We
will be counting
on freshmen
Jake Leiby and
Steve Holt.

Football frounc es Bowdoin. wins 28-3

PHOTO COURTESY OF AMANDA JAMES

Football smashed the Polar Bears a nd took their thir d str a ight CBB title. Aaron Stepka '06 carried the ball
f or 117 yards, while Chris Bashaw r a n f or 100 yards. MikeBracco '06 led the.def ense with,eight solo tack- ,

les 'aitd'f wd pass ',breakiips. Colby has* gone 28-5-1 aga inst Bates and Bowdoin in the past 17 years. ,-. f ... .

Men 's basketball plays first game Saturday
By ALEXA UNDAUER
SPORTS EDITOR
' '!

1

With an experienced core of upperclassmen and a number of talented
first-years, Colby men's basketball
will look to improve on its record of
14-8 last season which sent them to
the New England Small College
Athletic Conference championship
quarterfinals.
The Mules finished last season in
seventh place in the NESCAC and
advanced to the championship weekend for the first time since 2001, when
Colby was ranked second but was
upset in the semifinal match by
fourth-seeded Amherst College. Last
y ear, the Mules took on second-seeded Tufts University and fell by a margin of 99-88. Previously in the season,
the Jumbos had just snuck past Colby
with a score of 76-69. In fact, five of
Colby 's eight losses were won by a
margin of eight points or less.
Colby lost a talented group to grad-

uation, including leading scorer
Patrick McGowan '05, Tom Nale '05,
Mike Rutherford '05, Jamie SnyderFair '05 and Jared Cushman '05.
However, junior Drew Cohen, who
was tenth in the NESCAC last season
for scoring, will be ready to step up in
McGowan's place this season. Cohen
was also first in blocks, seventh in
rebounds and second for field goals
during the 2004-2005 campaign. The
Mules will also look for increased contributions from guard Nick Farrell '07,
who was fifth in the NESCAC for
assists. Captains Andrew Jenkins '06
and Nate Dick '06 will lead the offense
as the wings. Jenkins was third on the
team for scoring last season.
Jenkins said, "We are going to have
a great year. Wc have a core of returning players with a lot of experience,
and added some younger talent to
keep the pressure on the older guys."
Last season, Colby took two victories over Bowdoin College as well
as wins against Middlebury
College, Connecticut College and

Wesleyan Univers ity, while falling
to Tufts , Williams College, Bates
College and Amherst College as
well as a disappointing loss to
Trinity College in overtime.
Captain Casey Civiello '06 thinks
that the Mules are already a step ahead
of the competition due to the hard
practices they have had since Nov. 1
in preparation for their first .game.
"We have had the most intense practices in my four years here in the past
two weeks. It isn't easy starting two
weeks later than the rest of our nonconference opponents, but our preseason workouts put us into a position
where we came into the season as conditioned as we have ever been."
The men will have the opportunity
to show off their superior fitness this
weekend when they will travel to the
University of Chicago Tournament to
take on Chicago and cither Denison
University or Rose-Hulman Institute
of Technology. Their first home game
will be next Tuesday, Nov. 22 against
Lesley College at 7 p.m.

Boozehounds fall 7-2 to Hearts Coyotes
By PATRICK BAGLEV
STAFFWRITER

Last winter the Boozehounds lived
up to their reputation of blurring the
distinction between hard work and
hard play by dominating Maine's club
hockey leagues with smashing style.
On March 7, 2005 the Boozehounds
beat Thomas Colle ge in t o su b mis sion
to win the College League
Championships by forfeit. Later that
week the Hounds were also crowned
the Men 's League Champions.
Abcording to The Echo Sports
ar chives , the Boozehounds finished
Inst season with a record of 27-2-1;
however, as of press tim e, Malt Alticri
*07 could not recall his team losing
any games last season.
This sea son 's top-degs Josh
Berman '06 and Will Thompson *06

are hoping to maintain their edge
despite losing four seniors to graduation. It will be particularly hard to
replace goalkeeper Shawn Sato '05,
laments Alticri. "He was an intimidating force." Nevertheless, the
Hounds will be looking for strong
contributions from Alticri , Todd "The
Bod" Rockwood '07, Nolan Gagne
'08 and others, including a pack of
eight first-years.
So far the Boozehounds are 3-1.
Most of their games so far have been
played within Maine's men's league, a
league of generally older players in
which checking is not allowed. The
Hearts Coyotes of Winslow handed
the Hounds their first lost with a score
of 7-2. According to Allien , the worst
part of the loss came after the game
when he was t aunt ed wi t h quotes from
the 1977 film "Slap Shot."
Despite this loss, the Boozehounds;

are anticipating repeat victories over
rivals Thomas and Bates College
when college league games begin in
earnest after Thanksgiving. "(The
p layers nt] Thomas have very good
skill ," explains Alticri , "but they 're
just a bunch of hot-heads. They get
pretty rough , but we have a bunch of
big guys that also like to gel rough."
Speaking of rough , Alticri explains
why bucking Bates hockey is so much
fun: "They get all fired and excited up
to play us, but they don 't know we're
a joke- and we still smoke them."
In addition lo gaining notoriety
throughout Maine 's club leagues, the
Boozehounds are n venerable source
of winter entertainment. "I think a
lot of kids on campus would love to
see the games ," Gagne said , "and we
try really haul to provide free beer
for them. "

that the team has had in recent years.
The women's team will open their
season on Saturday, Dec. 3 at
Wesleyan University, where they will
play Stanford University and
Connecticut College. The women will
also' play their first home match at
Colby on Jan. 7, when they will take
on the.tough Williams College team
who finished eighth in the country
last year.
Both teams will be led by Head
Coach Sakhi Khan, who is entering his
fifth season as coach. Khan has over 25
years of squash experience and'reached
the National Collegiate Squash
Championships as a member of the
Tufts University team in the 1980s.

SWIMMING:i/tf
competitionSaturday

Alpine skiing practicing for
first cariiivals in Janu ary

ECHO RLE PHOTO

Af ter losingfour of their six NCAAqualifiers f r om last y e a,rthe alp ine
team will look to their younger members to step up this season.

• Continued From Page 10
Knight '02 said. "They are a large
group, and by the look of them in
practice, they are seriously ready to
race." First-year Jamie Warner, a talented butterflier, will have big shoes
to fill in the 100 yard fly, with the
absence of Laura Miller '05, who finished second at nationals.
The team, which is fairly young,
will be getting help from sophomores
Sam Rose, Nancy McDermott and
Maddie Given in the endurance events.
The men 's team is also working
hard to improve on their solid 2005
campaign, where they placed 49th in
the NCAA and eighth in the New
Eng land Small College Athletic
Conference. Led by Captain breaststroker Chris DeSantis '06 and
school-record holders Evan Mullin
'08 and Jabez Dewey '07, the Mules
are returning a strong core and should
be contenders in the NESCAC.
Dewey, a sprint backstroker, earned
Ail-American honors in the 100 yard
back last year, while Mullin looks
poised to reach that level this year.
Dewey will bejoined by Mike Finnerty
'08, while Patrick Dean '07 and Joel
Alex.'08 will swim alongside DeSantis
in the breaststroke in what looks to be a
strong event for the Mules.
The team should also benefit with
the addilion of many talented firstyear swimmers. "The men's first-year
class will be a force to be reckoned
with," Knight said. "Having a solid
and vertically-gifted group that will
hope to rule the sprint free and backstroke events."
The team will get help from diver
Ian Cross '07, who was a top eight
finalist in NESCAC in both the one
and three meter boards.
With both teams ready and raring
to go, their first meets of the season
will be at Colby against national powerhouse Amherst College this
Saturday at 2 p.m.

By CHRISSY GARDNER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

-

As the 2005-2006 ski season
approaches, Colby's alpine ski team
has some big shoes to fill. Last year
was the first time in school history
feat Colby was able to fill fee six qualifying spots for the NCAA Division I
National Championships. The team is
looking to do the same this year.
This will be no small task; considering the fact that four out of fee six
qualifiers from last year graduated.
Due to a strong recruiting program
over the past few years, however,
Coach Mark Godomsky is confident
that the rest of the team will step up to
the challenge. "I'm excited for next
year," Godomsky said. "We have a
great group of athletes who will have
to work hard to replace those athletes
we lost to graduation."
This year, the men's team is looking towards Captain Rory Kelly '06,
Charlie Reed '06 and Jody Centauro
'08 to add onto last year's results.
Godomsky has high expectations for
Reed, who qualified for fee NCAA
championships last year, to do so
again, and for Kelly as well.
Godomsky is also anticipating strong
performances from first-years Jared
Hourihan, Christian Talmage and Sam
Witherspoon.
The women's team looks to be led
by Captain Abbi Lathrop '06, who
will hopefully qualify for the NCAA
championships, as she did last year.
She is backed by Caitlin Healey '06,
Ashley Best '07, McKenzie Wessen
'07, Brett Wagenheim '08 and
Alissa Consenstein '08, all of whose
contributions will help keep the
team strong.
Last year, at fee 2005 Division I
Championships, held in Stowe,
Vermont, the team got off to a great
start. They placed second in country
after the Giant Slalom event, setting

themselves up for a fifth place finish
overall. The six qualifiers were Sin
Ashton '05, Nicole Wessen '05,
Lathrop, Reed, Warner Nickerson '05
and Robert Saunders '05. The team's
results were led by three AllAmerican performances, with Lathrop
and Nickerson coming in second in
fee giant slalom, followed closely by
Saunders in second. This year, fee
team hopes to once again finish in fee
top 10 in the championships, despite
the loss of Ashton, Wessen, Saunders
and Nickerson.
During the regular carnival season,
Colby managed an impressive 24 top
ten results.These were achieved at fee
Bates College, St. Michael's College,
University of Vermont, Dartmouth
College, Williams College and
Middlebury College carnivals. The
team also skied strong in the 2005
EISA Championships, held at the
Middlebury College Snowbowl.
There, Colby finished fourth as a
team, coming in behind the traditional
ski powerhouses of UVM, Dartmouth
and Middlebury. Lathrop and
Nickerson were named to the EISA
All-East first team.
Another highlight was fee naming
of Jake Cologrtesi '05, Ashton and
Reed to fee New England Small
College Athletic Conference All
Academic team. Ashton and Ryan
Praskievicz '07 received recognition
for NCAA All-Academic during fee
2004-2005 season as well.
In a major accomplishment outside
of the college season, Nickerson
became the first American since 1993
to win two medals at fee World
University Games. Selected from fee
points acquired throughout fee regular
Carnival season, this team consists of
only the top five men and women in
the EISA league. At the Games,
Nickerson placed second in the Giant
Slalom event and second in the combined event.

Women's hockey plays Conn this Friday
were expecting an easy victory after
their 6-1 win over us earlier in the seaSPORTS EDITOR
son. We definitely kept up with them
skill-wise and skating-wise and made
them work for fee win all the way
With 11 first-years on the roster,
until the third period," Barada said.
the women's hockey team is conLeahy is also looking forward to
vinced that the youth and talent on
fee Williams games. "We went 1-1
their team will take the team to new
wife Williams in die regular season
levels this season. Nine players will
last year, then lost to them in the quarare
return for ihe Mules, two of whom
terfinals,
so we've definitely got a
seniors while the remaining seven arc
chance
to
answer back when we see
sophomores.
them
in
January,"
she said.
Despite losing half the team to
Aside
from
the
fresh talent on fee
graduation , senior Lindsay Barada
team,
feels
that
another key to
Leahy
said. "We recniited a fantastic freshsuccess
for
fee
Mules
will be confimen class who is going to help take
winning
more games
dence. "We're
our team in a new direction. " Caplain
than we have in fee past because we
Caitlin Leahy '06 added , "[the firstlet ourselves believe we can." On fee
years have] been exceeding any
physical si de, Baradi added that, "We
expectations we've had about their
are also looking to be a tliree period
potential. They may be new to college
since in the past, we have lost
team,
,
compete
're
ready
to
hockey, bul they
games
in the third period; there is def"
and they 're all strong players.
Caitlin Leahy '06
ini
te
ly
on emphasis on condi t ioning
'05,
The team lost I leather DeVito
Captain
and
we
will be able to skate as hard in
the team 's leading scorer and two-time
fee
last
few
minutes of the game as we
New England Small College Athletic
weekend
where
do
in
the
first."
the
championship
Conference Player of the Week to gradThe t eam wi ll s tar t off their season
ualion. However, they did retain goal- the team fell 3-1 to third seeded
Williams
College.
Friday
night, when they wi ll take on
tender Genevieve Trigannc '08 who
Connecticut
College at home at 7
Both
Barada
and
Leahy
expect
feat
will continue to be a force between the
p.m.,
followed
by another home game
posl.sfor Colby, alter making 565 saves the Mules' games against Middlebury
for the Mules last season. Leahy will College will be good ones this season. Saturday afternoon at 3 p.m. against
lead the defense. Barada described her Middlebury is the defending national Amherst College. The Mules, defeated
as someone "whose intricate knowl- Division III champion. "Last year 's Connecticut twice last year and tied
edge of the game and her ability to game against the Panthers was one of Amherst twice. Other NESCAC wins
unify the team both on and oil* the ice us the season's hi ghlights; although we came against Willi ams , Trini ty
going to prove invaluable to our success lost by two goals, we caught the oppo- College and Wesleyan University.
this year." In addition , the team will sition completely off-guard since they

By ALEXA L1NDAUER

look for continued contributions from
the strong sophomore crowd of Lauren
Goethals, Marissa MuIIane, MaryClairc
McGovern, Caroline Voyles, Victoria
Work and Margaret Chute.
Last year, the women ended their
season with a record of 7-11-3, and a
NESCAC record of 5-8-3, putting
the Mules in sixth place headed into

We are winning
more games
than we have in
the past
because we let
ourselves
believe we can.

The NHL , NFS,, World Cup and more: random
thoughts on the wide, wide world of sports
to roll through everyone by 20 points
and win their third straight national
championship. Which brings me to
my next point...
How many NFL teams could USC
beat right now? Tailback Reggie
Bush and quarterback Matt Leinart
are probably going to be the first two
picks
in the NFL Draft, and I think
By AJ HERRMANN
USC would have a legitimate shot at
the Packers, 49ers, Saints, Cardinals
and Texans.
Li Australia everyone is going nuts
I know enough has already been
written on this, but Terrell Owens is about World Cup Qualifying right
probably the first professional athlete now, as the Aussies are currently in a
in the history of sports to lose a career two game playoff with Uruguayto get
solefyrto a big mouth (assuming that into the final field of thirty-two teams.
no one is stupid enough to take a risk Something like ten percent of Aussies
on him after his latest suspension got up at 7 ajn. to watch the first leg
from the Eagles). Players have lost from Uruguay this past weekend, and
careers to injuries, drugs, crime and this in a country where soccer has hisfamily problems, but I don't think torically had problems drawing any
anyone (or at least anyone as skilled attention (much like in the United
as Owens) has ever had his career States). I think this might explain part
of the reason why soccer has never
ended by a big mouth.
The NHL is back, and I might be really caught on in the United States:
one of the few people in the world its always been mediocre, but never
who is happy to see it return. Hockey bad enough where people could get
is arguably the best sport to watch in excited if the team did somethins
person and the new rules have internationally. Sure, people watched
opened scoring to the point where the the last World Cup when the team
games are actually exciting to watch. made it to the quarterfinals, but ratI'd rather watch a competitive hock- ings were still pretty terrible. If we
ey game then a 49ers-Bears game had a World Cup drought of a few
decades people might actually care.
any day.
As for college basketball, Duke
I haven't been able to watch many
NFL games for obvious reasons (if won't win the national champigames are on TV at all in Australia onship only because the preseason
they're on at around five on Monday number one rarely does. Look out
mornings), but it seems like the NFL for Vlllanova, Kentucky and UCLA.
is having a down year in 2005. Games UConn and Gonzaga are overrated,
are rarely close, a lot of stars are and preseason rankings don't mean
injured, and as usual parity has made anything come tournament time
sure that most of the playoff teams anyway.
Finally, Congrats to Colby football
from last year will finish 5-11 (though
my Niners still stink). It might give for winning the CBB yet again and to
hockey and basketball a chance to women's volleyball for winning the
boost their ratings this year, especially NESCAC and the New England
whenthe Colts roll though every team Regional of the NCAA tournament.
by 20 points and finish the season Colby always seems to compete fbr
championships but never seem to be
. undefeated.
Ditto for college football, which at able to get the job done; its nice to see
least gives us rivalry weeks to keep the Mules actually win a NESCAC
tilings exciting. Though USC is going title.
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Women 's basketball y outhf ulwith new coach
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for any basketball team. Yet, having McBride hopes to
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coach at fee Division I level for six irrjuiy-free
fee
DuvaL Williams is a Bowdoin Collage, BaKs CoEege End
years at Seton Hall University and fee entire season they
guard, while Duval is Wesleyan. Umiva^Ity, all ox wfeffia
University of North Carolina at win have a rotation in which all players a post player.
went to fee Dcttshei IH tCE-named
Charlotte. She takes over fee head will have starting experience. This could
Two of the returning: sophomores last yes: Boredoms s ffVht? tmrd in
coachins position after former coach prove very valuable when matched will be looked to for offense. "Katie piesessco. polls.

By PETER KHICEXLY

Our motto this
year is character, work ethic
and belief. We
plan on outworking other
teams to win
games.

Nordic skiing looks strong with, most skiers returning
individual highlights, such as
Hilary Easter '06 placing 23ni at
STAFFWRITER
both fee Williams College and
Middlebury College carnivals and
Both fee men's and women's nordic Alex Jospe placing 28th in a classic
ski teams had a good previous year, race at fee Eastern Championships.
Cote said that she expects both
but both teams have much room for
improvement, and the nordic captains fee women's and men's teams to
and coaches hope to bring about feat be more competitive fei^ year.
"The men's team has seven solid
improvement this season.
Although Head Coach Tracey Cote racers, with Brandon Smifewood
was on sabbatical last year coaching and Kris Dobie both looking
in Norway and coaching fee Junior extremely strong," Cote said,
Olympic Team in California, she fol- adding feat Tred Bailey will be a
lowed Colby closely. She said feat fee contender and John Swain '08 is
men's team "had some impressive coming off an. extremely impresresults in the beginning of fee season- sive rookie season in men's cross
especially fee men's team finish of 4fe country running." She looks forat fee Bates Carnival."She commend- ward to seeing who will became
ed Brandon Smifewood '06, who is fee top skier on fee team, because
fee men's captain this year; on placing based on fee fall time trial results,
14th and Fred Bailey '07 on placing it could be any of them.
Smifewood agrees wife Cote's
I lfe. She also said that Kris Dobie '06
had a consistently good season. Of fee assessment "Bunding on experiwomen's team she said they "had a ence, it seems that the team is
very young team last year wife no poised to have one of its best sea^
seniors."The team did not do spectac- sons evec" He states feat much
ularly overalL but there woe many should be expected from last year's
saosiiBHon
top five skiers, who heidentifies as Nordicskiing
cannZj zseads sszscm
sawimpravemezuslastseasan
thztsh&dd
Bailey, Dobie, Jeff Alden '07, withmostskiersreturning;far the2G06 ssssots. JTis /sassaye
_ ribsir fcestparAustin Ross 'OS, and himself. He f a r m a z iatcthe
b ^jzTsm^j&zrik.
;
e Bates
Carnivallasty e a sTffF&rsrf
also agrees that Swain has great
potential to improve upon his performance last year. In addition, he form." Since Jospe, who is the "OS will feaJS irnjeove.
CcsreEEly tnefr isr ~ "¦"'¦¥, ss fbensed
mentioned fear first-year Silas GUI women's team captain, is "a strong:
should do well this year. This team sprinter" the feet tfrer sprints have amend sc^a-sfi and speed Frffldrrg,
has considerable depth and we may been added this year will help &er Bet a2ar fee TTEacissvrrg ep-rvi ^1
very well see some of our younger oat quite a bit.Eastar and Kathleen FortMerfeacssy mC^raaa,they will
Their races
skiers rise to fee occasion," Maynard '09 have bath been run- decide t±e£r raacg szsOs.
Smifewood stared.
ning cross country, and are in begin wfta fee Ge&y- Oanhral st
Cote said that fee women's team shape, and Cote feels both: have the Sagsfiosfan fea. 20 s=d 21,sod caaalso looks as though it will make experience to get top fmis&es. tinos fctr S3:wedfcs -rata twoiscss Erigreat leaps of improvement this Lastly, Cote believes that Katie cs p£ace each -wea-Sani
vear Ciwith Alex Jospe '06 in top Klepinski 'OS and Arme Schwartz

By WALTER CAflfPBEU.

Indoor track not fazed by loss of seniors
By JEFFREY ALDEN
StAfF WHITER

Wtett y mttwMeStssgQits weihS? .iBflffliSW fi||^

tsi tftjuanlioa <£ fwNic imareo twyan. Out ikgft * psojfim .ii6!it2&Kd! u«& ft* Ew/JBH *»a«sttl and
NatStt l Rftojmu Law CBofe, 0w Saufc Rcc/ilWftLcjjJ Ccrte . «xsl ej unertut iMnmitfip. fdltsti&J ti w.J <^0aQf
<j$A&]tM apju wt^at
F ^ tafar& tufcft CO Vawtoa Ij u k&4to&l d&&t« mi ttudy qp&tf * (iStttt ft vtJi wrw.*mwt3£mwa&&cfl
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At first glance fee 2006 Colby
College indoor trackteam looks to be
in a rebuilding year; this is hardly fee
case. Most quickly point to the losses
of Xavicr Garcia '05 and Patrick
Haroer *05 on fee men's side and
Karina Johnson '05 and Nora Gouge
'05 for fee women; yet each captifn
and coach knows feat those points are
not lost. A balanced team effort will
be imperative to fee success of fee
2006 team.
In throws, the big men of fee team
will be lead by Captain Jason Foster
'06 who hopes to improve over hst
year's result of 57-7.75in fee weight
throw; which was just shy of NCAA
Division III qualifying. Foster u fee
school record holder in the weight
ferow.The women will look for contributiora fionj Capeun J;ickleRoller!
'06 and Melissa Ciandoto '07.
The women's distance crew is
strong; losses will be minimized by a
continually improving group of upperclaranan including national qualifier
Anna King *0S and cross country
stand out Karen Priaby '07. Captain
Jess Minsy '06 hopes to impro-ve on
ha second place finish ia her third trip
to natiaeals. Captain Liz Turniir 'Co
motoi,"We're looking forward to having a really strong dl-itmce program
this winter. We had a lot of Enccericg
womrfsi feat were very sttoog ferougfcous fee cra»<o<jnoy seuon,and continue to show arniuing pota-nrr.t l "
The men's rfwtriwn.-<- tact is alio

confident. Many of fee afefiaes feac
competed hi cross corcney win see
action at fearir preferred s&crtar c£stances; foofc f eeJohnD.Waller W and
Oris DeRoo T39 to puncfe ferocfe! tie
two minute barrier En the SOO. Fcstyear runners win also mate irnrz&S&s
contributions including Jcte Kcrdisr
and Scott Zellers. Captain Ban
\*£ssaIIo '07 praised Bab Glat&lry *es
as afee sel£proi:fnfmgtf tasty man and

PTrT|TTr fcjve li^^n bsS3. 0CS£23iSag
sprclas a£ tisirfcizli Sanctis soi fee
far
tvrrrnrd success
gifr:^^ will Eaofc
&DC3 fee tarca. AcaomSag to Head
Ccacfe Tci53Ccj m, "?t vnEbs a doJtecge to rejrhce sjpitrJ etu3 Jizap
s£na3cc3 Kxnsr Geivzs -p ^^ Pit

W-Tm-atr Frft \f :T-^ am ( *n?n!- : "fiS ,K^[ \-

Oxsctccn"H6 ,Gairsn Rbjost "€© aad
Rcy WStoo 'tis remd cat a scJid
apiifi "r/jcrrp cCTe.m
SesrSiir djtazn Irsb Moossgae
f - pr lH^** "We titgan wadcSag out
tacflfar aa t±e ««sy ssxsttoif the sastescar, so ae'iic d«dln5wd a gj 'eHtsaaae
of cirzaradlariit -tt*'Tg^ car irWrvp *
The diDtfa-krrit giacrpcframnrs we've
got fei$ 5«air is rattly warlang wdl
tajgff^iar and supipcm±g eiiri cchor
car.jg irtfly.'"
Tfce wcnrenls sprarttss and JamjMs
a&o s£ar* s tot cf paiardtl ""Even
licujzn we are Haw ea mrrihtrs i^ghl
oaw 'ttisfa scot <cf oar jxanis aJhrani,
feu tisro djnn=5r 6ius busa ssraqgor
t5nc<ricriricaraaim.to tfbe r-i^nnrseasco so I an sure -wz vl?2Krfns iirCo a
rTiace £hiiiun3 <a£ tibt tnid: isssC
Jasft MontaguetJ<S
Cartain Vr"~nr,f Ccdhioa *ik5 siad.
Captain
Aaa£'iaai Courih JEiawd fkses is
DjcftrrES fiiramxSL res fcmck."iDesphe
a shining fceaccn offEa.icuiibiq'" and cor D:tiae£.t^iisy£nr"$warn bus CMft'ed
"Brad 'Ditidj--' VVoodwacfes '04 wffl ca vutadh Fin rsiUhe axiiud libcat So
cormnaniSaar fee 3K. 5X, and fee 1 tnicy tSinigs tt&uctsc fcan j 'fiiir to y e w
s coofidiiEce can &e fian jjcu '-'•'f amor llcot huck and tay
seas." VxisaHb*
siamned iii his cendbiihts; ar.ir«ritri;, 63 tc wtiifl 3^<a ware aa ai too.so the
¦
"That's w by 1snmkcSunday;bkciSv^ accaar jca erciihGifci j 'oarnew ateffiiTuesday. Wednesdiv-. TTfcuadity. tj' fee Jccoar 30a can move t&m»'iin3
rcijiMiiix.'"
Friday.SjOzniivJ*
Tbe Ualrr, n»£3 iack «f tie 2&0S
The GiKCeiC of foot: nurse fcenaSr
cacac fiont a sc-ci^j trcruitiE^ dltt'L ibi:cr met sitaacn ail Wrih'aniity <&f
Johns Kcurv. Ma. lULh. ,tnd Afire SjufSiem gi 'iiirie en lanmiry H.

We began working out together
at the very start
of the semester,
so we've developed a great
sense of camaraderie amongst
our athletes.
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Volleyball takes NCAADM New England regional title
By LAURA WILLIAMSON
STAFF WRITER

In their first appearance in the
NCAA tournament, Colby volleyball
defeated Tufts University 3-0 (30-26,
30-23, 31-29) for the second straight
weekend to win the New England
Regional Tournament. The Mules are
now 37-3 overall and went 15-0 on
their home court this season.
In the first round of theNCAA tournament Colby defeated Mount Ida
College 3-0 (30-15, 30-17, 30-9) followed by a 3-1 (30-22, 31-29, 24-30,
30-26) victory over Massachusetts
Institute of Technology Friday night in
the regional semi-final match. Though
the Mules made winning a regional
championship look easy, tfaey were not
satisfied with their level of play in the
first two rounds of the tournament: "I
do not think we playedour bestin either
Thursday night or Friday night's matches, but we still managedto pull through
and win. Maintaining our level of play
a^inst Mount Ida was extremely difficult with their unorthodox offense.
Against MIT, I think we struggled mentally. We had been so pumped fbr the
game all day long that when it was time
to step on the court, it was difficult to
maintain our energy level,"Tri-Captain
Caitlin Cleaver '06 said.
Jenny Lawrence '09 had 36 assists,

seven digs and four serv ice aces
against Mount Ida to lead Colby.
Cleaver, who earned 2005 NewEngland Small - College Athletic
Conference Player of the Year honors,
finished with 10 kills and II digs.
Mariah Daly '06 also had 10 kills,
white Tri-Captain Megan Devlin '06
had nine kills, 14 digs and four aces.
Tri-Captain Kaitlin Adams'06 finished with seven kills and four blocks,
and Jessie Prentice '09 had four service aces in just one game of play.
Against MIT, Cleaver led Colby
with 22 kills, 19 digs and three
blocks. Devlin added II kills and 29
diss, while Adams had seven kills.
six blocks and nine digs. Lawrence
finished the night with 3S assists and
18 digs.
In the regional finals, Colby took
on conference rival Tufts UnrveisityThe team was able to recover from
what they thought to be not their best
performance against NUT, to play
incredibly against the Jumbos
Saturday night in front cf a home
crowd of I.OOG fans. "I think we had a
lot more confidence going into the
match knowing we had already beaten
them twice, but also the rivalry
between NESCAC schools creates an
Immediate mental toughness. The fans
were incredible and their excitement
helped us focus and aet the fob done.

Young men 's hockey team hopeful for
another bid to NESGAG championships
Reber 'OS. who was tied with Fntch
for third on the team scoring leader
STAFF WRITER
board last year with 26 points and
defenseinan Joe Roihwell '08, who
was third on the team in defenseman
Snow is beginning to falL the tress
behind Walsh and Fritch.
scoring
are startingto look bare, first-years are
Returning
goaltender Ben Grandjean
figuring out that they can't drink
'07 also gives the Mules some experievery single night and still get good
ence between the pipes and will comgrades, and football just wrapped up
pete with two incoming first-years for
another CBB title by beating
the starring job.
Bowdoin. All of which means it's tune
for ice hockey to make its return to the
Men's hockey begins this year's
campaign with a tough road trip down
Hill. The men's team will hope to
to Massachusetts to face the Babson
build on last year's strong perforCollege Beavers on Friday and the Umance, as the 2004-2005 squad finMass Boston Beacons on Saturday.
ished third in the New England Small
College Athletic Conferenceand spent
The Beavers are ranked 11 nationally
much of the year ranked in the top 15
in the uscho.com Division III poll and
of the Division III poll before its seashould provide a tough early test for
son ended with a foss to eventual
the Mules, who fell to Babson 3-1 last
national champion
Middlebury
year.
College in the NESCAC semifinals.
Saturday's game should give the
Unfortunately,a number of key perMules a chance to bounce back, howformers from the '0-J-'O5 Mules gradever, as Colby trounced UMassuated, most notable among them
Boston 6-1 last year and the Beacons
first-team AU-American defensernon
usually find themselves at the bottom
Patrick Walsh '05. Other outstanding
of the ECAC-EasL
seniors lost to graduation include the
Jim TortoreHa
Tlie road trip kicks off a new schedMead Coach
team's two top leading scorers, Nick
ule for the Mules,as the NESCAC and
Bayley '05 and Cory Ernst '05, and
ECAC East shifted their schedules
the team's starting goalcender for the
over the off season and Colby will
last two years, Chris Ries '05. Coach in the team's <juest to make ii beck to play mos3 of its league games at difJim Tonorella admits that "you never the top of the NESCAC »iU be a huge ferent times than in previous years.
make up for the loss of playets like EncOEning class of Ifirn-yeais and s^ine Among ihe highlights are back-toNick Bayley, Cory Ernst and Patrick developing sopSwKiMrei. Moss rootiMe teck games • against archrival
Walsh"but hopes that "others develop among tluese are Artfcux Fri:cfo 'OS. Bowdoin on Dec. 9 and 10 arid a road
based on the culture and etwironnMRt who marffe tie tsscfco-CKCTi Dliisio^n II! trip to face defending national chamthe program has created." TottocelLi East all rwoiie team, forward Josh pion Middlebury on Jan. 13.

By AJ HERRMANN

has been very impressed with two
returnees from last year's squad. Greg
Osborne '07 and Jake Bayley 'OS. and
feels thai "bosh have shown an
unprecedented level of leadership in
the early part of this season- zr£that
the team's success this year "Tai'l be
correlated to [their] leadership."
Helpma Osborne ssi BsvEev alons

You never make
up for players
like Nick Bayley,
Cory Ernst and
Patrick Walsh,
[but] others
develop based
on the culture
the program has
created.

j Last year's CBB cfcampcons . the
[Colby men's and women's swimming,
and diving teams, are Hooking to bcaM
upon their success in the 2C06 anasatt.
! In his seventh year. Head Coach
jTom Burton. New England Srru.51
College Athletic Confeterncc Women's
'Swimming Coach of the Yearin 2CC<5,
\is confident in his aiMeto* aiiliti.es.
¦"Both tarns hav e been luoling strong
ire the first week oif practic*."tie said.
f*Wc have a nice btod of nccurnin^
.p leatand the cLus of 2009 Lissfaaa n
ii lot of promise..**
j With four returning AU-Amwicim.
Kelly NoT-iwocthy "OS. Meg VMiily
¦'07, Aiuue Muir '07 a»S w»ra«i*s
Captain Beth FbxweU '06, the

sprint backstroker and frecstyler, led
the team with 13 All-American
Honors and seven school records
between them.
Muir, along iviih Catherine
Fanning "09, will add to the Mule's
strong hreastsanAe contingent, while
Jocclyn Buiie 4 0S and Kristi Boman
"OS will complement Foxwell.
Vallaly, who is abroad for tlie fall
semester, is expected to make a big
ainpacl an the freestyle and should add
to Jot ten All-American Honors and
five school records this season.
The first-year swimmers are also
locking strong and have made an
Jessica Might'02
imprcsiSon on the coaches in practice.
As-aiKUirft Coacfci
*1|Wc!ai* lookingto our firct-years to
really do some damage across the
III Naitocols in 30155. Nonvivonhy. board ," AssiiUni Conch Jessica
w'to vrss tllsad at NCAA's in the I0t>
yxnJ bawauacile. sad Fcvu'cll, a
Continued on Page 8

in 10th, Captain Liz Turner 06 m
17th,Anna King '08 in 18th, Liz Petit
'08 in 31st and Kathleen Maynard '09
in 32nd.
"After the last few meets,, we've
Women's cross country placed second in last weekend's NCAA Division been waiting to beat Amherst, and we
III Regional qualifiers, while the finally edged them out by seven
men's team finished in 13th place, points," Prisby continued. "We're
looking to best them again at
bringing an end to their season.
Following the success of their JV Nationals next week, and, taking into
squad at ECACs, the women's varsity account our competition from the
team chalked up another spectacular Midwest and the mid-Atlantic, [finrace, finishing in second place, just ishing in the] top four at Nationals is a
behind NESCAC rival Williams College. reasonable goal for us. We are not
"This team is relentless; I'm so going to underestimate ourselves after
impressed by my teammates' determi- how we performed this past weekend
nation to continually improve in each and at nationals last year."
The men's team, however, finished
race,"Anna King '08 said.
"We placed six [runners] in the top their season last weekend. "We came
35, which included runners from all in 13th place this weekend, and again
New England D III schools. The pre- we were tenth out of NESCAC teams,
vious best was three in the top 35, so which is disappointing," Captain Dan
we beat that by a lot and it felt really Vassallo '07 said. "It's been a disapgood to make history there," Karen pointing season. This year's team is
Prisby '07 said. Captain Jess Minty belter than last year's team, but we
'06 finished fifth, followed by Prisby just weren't as mucli better as we

By TODD LOHSEN
STAFF WRITER

wooseo's swten team cs ivoiriaug hsid
to (jEpaiove upoa tbeir impressive
eighih plioe f trliha XCAA Division

We are looking
to our firstyears to really
do some damage across the
board.

•Volleyball
@ NCAA Quarterfinals
vs. Juniata College

,

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 18
• Women's Basketball
vs. Newbury
¦
6 p.m.
• Women's Hockey
vs. Connecticut College
7 p.m.
• Men's Hockey
@ Babson

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 19
• Women's Cross-Country
@ NCAA's, Ohio Wesleyan
• Swimming
vs. Amherst
2 p.m.
• Women's Hockey
vs. Amherst
3 p.m.
• Men's Hockey
@ UMass Boston
• Men's Basketball
@ University of Chicago

Women's cross country headed to Ohio

Swimming returns five All-Americans
By JQHN WAUER
cor fTRiatrratG whiter
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Adams finished with 12 kills, and
Lawrence dished 47 assists, had 11
digs and four service aces. Meredith
Lawler '09 came off the bench with
seven kills and two blocks, while
Kendall Kirby '07 had 21 digs.
The Mules are one of eight teams
remaining
in
the
National
Tournament. They will travel to
Salem, Virginia to take on Juniata
College, the defending national
champions, in the national quarterfinal match. Colby fell to Juniata earlier in the season 1-3, when the team
traveled to Maryland to participate in
the McDaniel College Invitational
Tournament. Though they lost the
match, the Mules were able to take
game one from Juniata, and are confident they will compete well this
coming Thursday.
Head Coach Candice Parent would
like to thank Kelly Wharton and
Patrick Dooling of Student Activities
for deferring the cost of the student
tickets for the quarter and semi-final
matches, also to President Adams for
IWDSOH G0U22/THE COLBY ECHO
covering the cost of the students for
the
iq
jfor
a killagainst Tufts. Tlie Mules took
Cart Cleaver '06 goes
the Finals. Colby's match, and all of
Jumbos in the NCAAregionalf inalmatch infront of a crowd of 1,000.
the
matches, will be covered by an
TheMulestook a tough winover Tufts the previousweekend in NESCACs.
audio broadcast. You can find the link
at www.ncaasports.com. Be sure to
Cleaver once again led the Mules listen at 8:30 p.m. Thursday night as
Thanks for everyone's support, you
have no idea how much we appreciate with 21 kills and 20 "defensive digs. Colby takes on Juniata.
Devlin added 12 kills and 15 diss.
It!"Cleaver said.

echo rut PHOTO

The women took a str ong second p lace f inish at the NCAADivision 111
regional qualifiers, just behind Williams College.

wanted to be.
Although many members of the
men's squad were disappointed with
the result, the team finished three
spots higher than they did in last
"¦' ¦' •'"<
year's Division'III meet.
"NESCAC is one of the most
stacked conferences in the nation,
hands down," Vassallo said. "We beat
30 teams, which means we're a good
team. However, in our conference, the
teams we compete with are juggernauts. We're returning every single
guy on our team, so we can only hope
to be juggernauts next year, too."
"It is rather sad that our season is
over, but now it is time to focus on
what's next and do everything we can
to improve on this year's results," said
Captain Jeff Alden '07, who led the
Mules with a 46th place finish.
Vassallo finished second for Colby
in 65th place, followed by Jim Hinder
'09 in 87th, John Swain '08 in 88th,
Captain Fred Bailey '07 in 102nd and
Smokey Collins '08 in 110th.
Alex Gill '08, who earned a spot on
the varsity roster after setting a new
personal best at ECACs two weeks
ago, finished in 156th place out of a
field of 303 total runners.
"Our top five had about a 40 second
spread," Bailey said. "It was a really
tightly-packed race."
Some of the team's best times were
due in large part to a new training
scheme designed by head coach Todd
Coffin '83. "A lot of guys did well off
of Coach's radical taper program,
most notably Jim Hur d er," Vassallo
stated. "He ran probably the best race
of his life on Saturday, and that's
probably the brightest news we had
thi s week. The kid's a stud, and I' m
really looking forward to how fast
he's going to be in tlie future."
Althou gh the men's season is over,
the women's team will be traveling to
Ohio Wesleyan University this weekend to compete in the NCAA Division
III Championships.

INSIDE SPORTS

Nordic skiing hopes to improve

The Mules will have almost two months to
train before their first carnival, page a

Youth to step up for alpine skiing

With four of their six NCAA qualifiers gone,
the team will look to younger skiers , page 8
page a
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